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This paper is born as an extension of previous research for the thesis of my first degree. 

Since that time my studies have been addressed to the analysis of the ancient sources 

that mention the silphium plant. This name was used in the past by the Greeks to 

designate a sapling that grew only in Libya. 

By combining this paper and the thesis of my first degree, we obtain a monography 

whose main subject are silphium and its various applications. The sapling was 

particularly used in medicine and appreciated in cuisine. 

In this paper I intend to analyse the Greek texts where the plant is mentioned, and to 

single out the properties of it. I also suggest reading some passages of well-known Latin 

works as implicit allusions to silphium. Finally, I intend to show the massive presence 

of the shrub in ancient iconography. This section is not original since I have already 

analysed the iconographical sources with the image of the plant; however, I think it is 

worth reporting them to have a complete overview of the sapling. 
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Asciutti.V Introduction 

INTRODUCTION 

This work is born as an extension of previous research for the thesis of my first degree 

in Classics. Since that time, my studies have been addressed to the analysis of ancient 

sources dealing with the silphium plant. This name was used in the past by the Greeks 

to designate a sapling that grew only in Libya and gave this country wealth and wide 

renown for many years until its final extinction. 

In my thesis for my first degree I have already analysed all the Latin sources that for 

many reasons and in different spheres, mention explicitly, and more and less in detail, 

the features and the utilizations of this plant. I wiJl summarise the findings of my 

previous research in this introduction. 

A big source of information is without any doubt Pliny the Elder, who gives us an 

enormous amount of detail about this shrub in different passages of his Natura/is 

Historia. However, almost all of the writers of technical-scientific literature mention the 

silphium plant in their works; for instance Cornelius Celsus talks about it with reference 

to its properties in medicine, Vegetius talks about its use in veterinary, Apicius reports 

hundreds of recipes including different parts of this plant, and finally, both Cato and 

Columella allude to it in their works about agriculture. Thus, the silphium plant is 

frequently mentioned in Latin literature and many authors talk about it as a powerful 

and miraculous panacea, a useful remedy against every disease and medical problems, 

besides being a tasteful seasoning to put in every kind of recipe. 

However, in some Latin works it is possible to find the name of this plant even without 

any reference to its properties. For instance, one of the most interesting quotations of it 

is in chapter 35 of the Satyr icon written by Petronius 1
. In this passage, in the middle of 

1 Petronius, 35 Circumferebat Aegyptius puer c/ibano argenteo panem ... atque ipse etiam taeterrima voce 
de laserpiciario mimo canticum extorsit C ... An Egyptian slave handed around bread on a silver chafing 

1 
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the description of the dinner of Trimalchio, when the concentration of humour and 

derision is very high, the author shows an Aegyptian valet handing around bread on a 

silver chafing dish, and intoning a song, in a awful voice though, from the mime about 

the seller of laser. 

Unfortunately, we do not have any other information about this mime, apart from the 

quotation in the Satyricon I have just mentioned. I am not dwelling on this matter for 

obvious reasons of space but for more details I can refer to a paper I wrote this year in 

occasion of a conference2
. 

Looking at the other 'pure' quotations of silphium we can find in Latin literature, I 

would mention Catullus 7 in which Cyrene is called "lasarpicifera", which means full 

and fertile of laser. This latter word is actually one of the names used by the Romans to 

indicate the silphium plant and the whole epithet itself reminds the adjective used by 

Strabo to describe this country, otA.qno<p6poc;3
• Thus the laser, or otA.<pt6c;, was basically 

cosidered the symbol of Cyrene, land exceedingly beloved by Catullus since it was the 

hometown of his model and master of poetry, Callimacus. 

The name of this plant appears also, for example, in a passage of the Saturnalia written 

by Macrobius4 where it is mentioned in a list of very precious and rare things and it is 

used as a metaphor to describe Maecenas, even if in a ironic way. Indeed, all of the 

fascinating things that Augustus mentions as epithets to refer to his friend Maecenas 

have to be considered in their sarcasm, since all of them are not a prerogative of the 

region specified. For instance, it was pretty sure at that time that silphium did not grow 

dish ... And with an awful voice, he screeched out a song .from the pantomime about the seller of 
Laser ... '). 
2 Asciutti V. (forthcoming) 'Who wrote "De laserpiciario mimo"' British Archeological Reports, Oxford, 
Archeopress. 
3 Strabo, De Geographia 2,5, 37. 
4 Macrobius, Saturnalia 2,4, 12ldem Augustus quia Maecenatem suum noverat stilo esse remisso, mo/li et 
dissoluto, ta/em se in epistulis quas ad eum scribebas saepius exhibebat, et contra castigationem 
/oquendi, quam alias il/e scrivendo servabant, in epistola ad Maecenatem, ebur ex Etmria, lasar 
Aretinum, adamas Supernas, Tiberinum margaritum, Cilniomm smaradge, iapsi lguvinorum, bentllae 
Porsene, carbunculum Hadriae, rva avv-rtpw miv-ra pa4aypa. 

2 
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in Italy, in the city of Arezzo in Tuscany, but it was a privilege of Libya. So it is easy to 

recognise that ivory, silphium, diamond, pearl, emerald are all just simple elements 

which refer to the looseness of morals of Maecenas. 

Of course, there are many other quotations of this sapling in Latin literature that I have 

singled out and analysed in the thesis and they still turn out useful to this work as well. 

In particular, with this paper I intend to take into account the Greek sources that 

explicitly mention the silphium plant. Even in this case, most of them are technical and 

scientific comments that underline the role played by this sapling in the general 

economy of the country. It is interesting to note how this shrub and all of its parts were 

more and more appreciated with time, as it became one of the most precious and in 

demand goods in the trade of the ancient world. The singling out of the Greek sources, 

which talk about the silphium plant, has been made easier by using the Thesaurus 

Linguae Graecae, even if I have to say that in this work I am not reporting all of them, 

selecting instead the ones that seem to be more significant. I also propose to analyse 

some Latin sources in which it seems to me likely to find general allusions to the 

silhpium plant even if it is not mentioned with its proper name. 

Thus, the major scope of this paper is concluding the data collection of the ancient 

sources in which this sapling appears, both explicitly, and perhaps implicitly, 

underlining the confirmations, and especially the differences, in case there are some of 

them. I am also briefly reporting the iconographical sources, such as coins, statuettes, 

capitals where the image of the silphium plant is variously impressed. I have to say that 

this section is not original since I have already analysed this topic in my thesis for my 

first degree; however, I decided to include in this work some information about the 

iconography of the silphium plant, since I find it useful to provide background details. 

The final result will be a complete and deep study of the sapling as it has been known 

and appreciated from its first miraculous apparition in Libya to the surprising extinction. 

3 
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SILPIDUM PLANT 

I would like to begin this work with the analysis of the general description of the plant 

itself. It seems to me reasonable to start by talking about the several names that were 

referred to this shrub and all of its parts through time1
. Besides that, I will take into 

account the most important sources in which the plant is delineated in its appearance~ I 

am referring especially to Theophrastus and Dioscorides who gave us the longest and 

most detailed description of the silphium plant. It will be also interesting to compare the 

information found in these two authors and that given by Pliny in his Naturalis Historia. 

The plant was certainly known even before the arrival of the Greeks in Cyrenaica, and 

without any doubt, the local people gave it a name even if they did not care so much 

about this plant and that is why we actually do not have any information about silphium 

before the seventh century BC. The Greeks, however, from the time of their arrival in 

Libya, around 630 BC, noticed and appreciated this sapling, and they called it with the 

terms al.A.qnov or al.A.qnoc; and all of the most important Greek lexicographers report 

both of these names. The Suda talks about it as a very precious plant, given to Battus I 

at the time of the foundation of the Greek colony in Libya. Even in Hesichius the plant 

is mentioned as a property of the king Battus I when it is called Ba:tto\> aiA.qn.ov2
• In 

any case, the connection between these two subjects was quite strong if they were also 

represented together in a capital of the house of Jason Magnus in the ayoplx. ofCyrene3
. 

Thus, Battus I and the silphium plant were considered the two most representative 

symbols of this land, on the one hand the founder and on the other hand the plant which 

gave fortune and renown to the whole country. 

1 See also Galen, Linguarum seu dictionum exo/etarum Hippocratis explicatio, Kiinh vol. 19. 
2 See also Aristophanes, Plutus 925 ('to Bnnou oD .. (jltov). 
3 See Appendix II: The silphium plant in the ancient iconography. 
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In Hesichius, then, we can also find the term c£!.1tov which seems to be a dialectal 

variant used for the same plant. 

Moreover, it seems quite interesting to analyse the history of the Latin names used to 

designate this plant. The first attestation of it is in Plautus4 who talks about sirpe et 

laserpicium to indicate the plant itself and its juice (lac serpicium ). Looking at these 

two terms, it is easy to note the likeness between the Greek words a\.l.qnov and cel.7tov, 

and the Latin sirpe, so that it seems reasonable to hypothesize for these terms a common 

origin, surely not Indo-European but perhaps African, and even better Libyan5
. Indeed, 

although the Mediterranean area cannot be classified precisely in linguistic terms, 

however, it is possible to single out five big zones around this sea with common 

exchanges of words and linguistic features, and one of them is Libya itself. That is 

what the linguists call 'the Mediterranean substratum' referring to a vast group of 

linguistic fossils belonging to this area, and especially terms concerning geography, 

zoology and botany, since the names of plants and animals are, by their very nature, 

linked to their area of origin, as well as toponomy and anthroponomy. Thus, a base-

word, probably of Mediterranean origin, and more precisely Libyan, would seem to 

have led to the Greek a\.A.cpwv and the word sirpe, which actually seems to be at an 

intermediate stage, probably Etruscan, from which the Latin /aserpicium derived. 

Moreover, many Latin words which are suspected to be ofMediterranean origin passed 

through an Etruscan phase. Then, Latin imposed itself upon the pre-existent language 

while preserving some characteristics of that. 

In Latin-speaking areas, the plant, therefore, was initially called sirpe from which, as I 

have said above, the term /aserpicium derives. It is a combination of two words lac 

serpicium- sirpicium or lac serpitium-sirpitium, all variations of the same meaning; 

4 Plautus, Rudens 630. 
5 Chantraine 1984. 
6 Devoto 1983: 37-54. 
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later, with usage, the suffix --picium was isolated so that a new term laser or, more 

infrequently, the much later lasar, was used. From this term, other terms derived, such 

as the adjectival forms laseratus-a-um and laserpitiatus-a-um, used to express the 

addition of some substance with silphium, a 'silphiumised' mixture, I might say, and 

also the two terms which are alone in the whole Latin literature, laserpicifer-a-um used 

by Catullus in poem 7 to describe Cyrene, which clearly recalls Strabo's m/.q>tmpop6c;--

a-ov7
, and the other hapax laserpiciarius-i, used by Petronius8 to designate the silphium 

seller. 

Besides these terms, the Latins also used words that appear as direct loans from the 

Greek m/.q>wv, such as the substantives silphium and silphion. 

Finally, for what concerns the names given to each part of the plant, there seems to- be a 

certain amount of confusion in the use of the various terms. The same word ai/.q>wv, 

besides the whole plant, could simply mean the root, as the Suda gives, or even the 

stalk; but to indicate either the root, the stalk, or also the gum resin, there was another 

term, J.tayi>oaptc;- in Greek, and in Latin magudaris or magydaris; this terms could also 

refer to another plant, actually different from silphium, but similar in its appearance. 

The leaves of silphium were called J.taCJ7t£'ta and in Latin maspeta, while the singular 

name maspetum could indicate the stalk as well. To make things even more 

complicated, the word q>-6/.A.ov, which actually means leaf, designated the seed of the 

plant, because of its unusual shape, which was exactly like a flat leaf. 

Therefore, ·many signifiers for a single meaning and, vice versa, many meanings for a 

single signifier so that the singularity of the silphium plant was expressed even on a 

linguistic level. 

7 Strabo, De Geographia 2,5,37. 
R Petronius, Satyricon 35. 
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l.a) The silphium plant in Theophrastus 

Looking at the Greek sources in which the silphium plant could be mentioned, it was 

quite obvious that some good information might be found in Theophrastus and his 

works. Indeed, he is considered the most important and influential botanist of antiquity 

so that he was called 'father of botany". 

He was born around 3 72 BC at Eresus, in Lesbos and studied in Athens under Aristotle, 

becoming also one of his best friends. He inherited both his teacher's library and 

unpublished works and continued to work on them. He spent, just like his teacher, the 

decisive years of his life in Athens, where be gathered a lot of pupils and was in charge 

of the first existing botanical garden, of whose size, different plant species and time of 

existence nothing has come down to us. 

Theophrastus was the author of two surviving works dealing with botany: Historia 

plantarum and De causis plantarum. Both works became known to the west, during the 

middle of the fifteenth century, and they had a large influence, if only to show how 

varied the knowledge of the plants was in antiquity and what criteria were used to order 

the findings. His works continue what Aristotle had done with animals; the philosopher 

studied and analysed the birth, growth, life and every single part of animals, while 

Theophrastus studies plants and the analogies between vegetable and animal growth. He 

begins his Historia plantarum with the sentence: 'We must consider the distinctive 

characters and the general nature of plants from the point of view of tb.eir morphology, 

their behaviour under external conditions, their mode of generation, and the whole 

course of their life'. This declaration could be considered like the beginning of the 

scientific understanding of plants. 

1 Information about Theophrastus' life and his works are mostly taken from Harrison 1920. 

7 
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In his works, Theophrastus seems particularly interested in all Mediterranean flora, not 

only the Greek, and that is another reason why we can find many allusions to the 

silphium plant in both of his works. 

I will take into account some of the passages of the two treatises in which the plant is 

quoted, starting with the Historia plantarum, when~ Theophrastus gives us one of the 

longest and most detailed descriptions of the sapling. I will report only an English 

translation2 of them, giving the Greek only for significant technical terms. 

The Historia plantarum consists of nine books that are a real sort of botanical 

encyclopaedia in which the author inaugurates the botanic taxonomy and describes the 

structure, the shape and the uses of each part of every plane. 

He mentions silphium several times in this work but the most important quotation is in 

book 6,3,1-7 where he is talking about herbaceous perennial wild plants: 

1-Most important and peculiar in their characters are silphium and 

papyrus of Egypt. Both of them are ferula-like plants ... 

. . . Silphium has a great thick root; its stalk is like ferula in 

thickness; the leaf, which is called maspeton, is like celery; it has 

flat seeds like leaves and they are called t;ovA.A.a. The stalk lasts 

only one year, like that of ferula. So at the same time, in Spring, it 

sends up this maspeton, which purges sheep and greatly fattens 

them, and makes their flesh delicious; after that it sends up a stalk 

that, as they said, is eaten in all ways, either boiled or roast, and 

this too seems to purge their bodies in forty days. 

2-Silphium has two kinds of juice, one from the stalk and one from 

the root; wherefore the first one is called tcavA.iav and the other 

2 Most of the translations are made by myself, and based on LOEB edition. 
3 Hort, A. 1961: introduction. 

8 
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one pt(iav. The root has a black bark and this is stripped off. 

There are some regulations, as in mines, for cutting the root, in 

according with which, it is possible to notice the proper amount of 

the sapling, which needed to be cut, having regard to previous 

cuttings. Indeed, it is not allowed either to cut it wrong or more 

than the fair amount; indeed, the juice goes off and decays if it is 

kept and not used. By conveying it to Piraeus, they dealt with it 

thus; indeed, they put it in pots and mixed flour with it, they shook 

it for a considerable time and from this process it got its colour and 

it kept itself without decaying. So these are the facts in regard to 

the cutting and treatment. 

3-The plant grows over a wide tract of Libya for a distance, as they 

say, of more than 4.000 stadia; but it is most abundant near the 

Syrtes, starting from the Hesperides islands. It is a peculiarity of it 

to avoid cultivated grounds and to retire itself from lands under 

cultivation and reclamation, so it is clear that it does not need any 

care, but it is a wild plant. The people of Cyrene say that silphium 

appeared seven years before they themselves founded that city. 

They had lived there for about 300 years till the archonship of 

Simonides in Athens. 

4-That is what some say. Others, however, say that the root of 

silphium grows to the length of a cubit or a little longer. And they 

say that this plant has in the middle a head which is the highest 

part; it is quite near to the ground and is called 'ya'Aa'; from this, 

then, the stalk grows in the middle, and from this one, the 

magydaris which is also called tpvA.A-ov, but actually, this is the 

9 
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name used for the seed as well; and when a strong southern wind 

blows at the time of the Dog-star, silphium grows from it. In the 

same year, the root and the stalk grow as well; this is not a singular 

feature of this plant since others have it, unless they mean that it 

grows immediately after the dispersal of the seeds. 

5-Indeed, this could be its singular property even if it is in contrast 

with what was said above, that it is considered necessary to dig 

ground every year; and if it is left alone, it bears the stalk and the 

seeds but they are inferior and the same is for the root; and, if the 

ground is dug around, the plant improved because of the change of 

the soil. But this is in contrast with its peculiarity to avoid 

cultivated lands. They also say that the roots are eaten fresh and 

cut into vinegar, and that its leaves are of a golden colour. 

6-It is also inconsistent to say that sheep are not purged by eating 

the leaves; they say that in Spring and in Winter they are driven 

into the hill-country and fed on this and on another similar plant as 

well, the southernwood; both these plants appear to be heating and 

not to cause purging, however they have a drying effect and 

promote digestion; if a sheep, which is in a bad condition, comes to 

this district, it is either quickly cured or it dies, but usually it 

recovers. Which of these accounts is true is something to enquire. 

7-The plant called magydaris then, is different from silphium, 

being of later growth and less pungent and it does not produce any 

juice either; experts can recognise it by its appearance. It grows in 

Syria and not in Cyrene; they say that it is also abundant on Mount 

Parnassus; others, however, call it silphium too. Whether it avoids 

10 
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cultivated lands, like silphium, is something to enquire, as also 

whether it is similar in leaf and stalk, and in general whether it 

produces a juice. Now, in these examples, we may consider if it 

has a similar nature to the ferula and in general to thorny plants. 

The description given by Theophrastus of the silphium plant is quite clear and detailed. 

By looking at that, we construe that it was an herbaceous, umbelliferous plant, not 

growing to a great height. He talks about all of its parts: the big and thick root, the 

ferula-like trunk, the celery-like leaves, the flat seeds and finally its two juices. 

He refers to these two juices in other passages of the same works, and precisely, in book 

9,1 ,3 when, talking about the juices of the plants and the medicinal properties of herbs, 

he says: 

In some plants they draw out the juice both from the stem and from 

the root, as for silphium. 

And again, in the same book but in chapter 1,7 he repeats the same note, adding some 

information: 

... And in those plants the stem and the root are both cut and the 

stem is cut first, as it happens for silphium; and the juices obtained 

are called respectively KavA-iav and pt~iav. And the juice 

obtained from the stem is pure, transparent and less liquid. The one 

from the root is, instead, more liquid; and for this reason, they 

sprinkle meal over it to make it denser. The Libyan people know 

11 
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the fair season to cut it; indeed, they themselves were in charge of 

the harvesting of silphium. 

Theophrastus talks again about the juice, although without specifying whether he is 

referring to the one from the root or the other from the stem; in another passage of the 

same book he says: 

'tO OE 'tOU O'tA.cpiou optJ.!'U, Ka9a1tEp auto 'tO 

O"iA.cpwv· 6 yap o1to; KaA.ot>~u~vo; tou O"tlvcpiou 

oaKpu6v eO"tt v. 

The juice of silphium is pungent like the plant itself, and for this 

reason it is called 'tear' (9,1,4). 

In the main description of the shrub, then, Theophrastus also claimed that the silphium 

plant was supposed to have appeared, for the first time, seven years before the 

foundation of Cyrene that should be dated around 630 BC, and that is what he says in 

book 3,1,6: 

In some places they say that after a ram a more singular 

abundance of vegetation has sprung up as, for instance, it 

happened in Cyrene after a heavy pitchy rain ... They say also that 

silphium appeared only because of that, where there was none 

before. 

12 
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Therefore, this is the information we can easily learn from the description of the plant 

made by Theophrastus in his Historia plantarum; however, I have to say that not 

everything he says is completely clear. Indeed, he seems to take into account two 

different sources of opinions about the sapling and they are sometimes in contrast with 

each other. For example, it is quite sure that silphium was a wild plant and Theophrastus 

himself says that more than once in some passages of his works4
; moreover, we know 

that the ancients tried to transplant it into India and the Peloponnese but without any 

success5 because of the climatic differences. However, in Historia Plantarum 6,3,5 he 

says that it is necessary to dig the ground around the root of the plant every year to 

make the stalk and the seeds grow better. This only seems a contradiction though, since 

it is clear that, even if the silphium plant was able to grow naturally, without any kind of 

help, at the same time it seems reasonable to think that it could grow in a better 

condition if the ground around was a bit turned over. Nevertheless, it is not easy to 

resolve another discrepancy we can find in the text when the author first says that the 

silphium plant can purge sheep6 and after a few lines he refers that this sapling does not 

cause purging at all but it has a drying effect and promote digestion as well. 

Theophrastus himself notes that these two statements are completely in opposition to 

each other, however, he cannot decide which of these two accounts is true. 

To conclude the analysis of Theophrastus, I would like to consider the other work he 

wrote about botany in which it is possible to find some quotations about the shrub. 

De causis plantarum is a very carefully planned work, consisting of six books. Its style 

and language, as for the Historia plantarum, are extremely scientific, without any 

literary charm; the sentences are quite compressed and highly elliptical, sometimes even 

4 Thophrastus, Historia Plantarum 3,2, 1; 6,5,2; De causis plantarum. 1, 16,9. 
5 Hippovrates, De morbo 4,34 
6 Historia Plantarum 6,3, 1. 

13 
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obscure7
. I have to say that all of the information we find in this work about silphium 

are approximately the same gathered in the other work even if, sometimes, the author 

adds something new. 

The first mention of the sapling is in book 1 where Theophrastus makes an overall view 

of the different ways of coming into being, talking about the propagation and growth of 

plants. And in chapter 5,1 he refers the story of the silphium plant: 

They say that silphium came up in Libya after a thick and pitch

like rain and that the present forest came from another cause; 

indeed, it did not exist before. 

The other passages of this work, in which the silphium plant is mentioned, insists on the 

bitterness of its taste. In book 3, 1, 4 Theophrastus says: 

"'nv Kat it Ka1t1t<Xptc; EOtKev eivm Kat to o-D .. q>tov Kat to A.a1ta8ov Kat it 

Si>J.liJpa Kat to SUJ.lOV' 

... These results are analogous in those plants with a certain 

bitterness in their taste and among these, there are caper, silphium, 

dock, savory and thyme. 

And again, in book 3, 1 ,5: 

0 o' <XU'tO<; AO"(O<; K<Xt 1t£pt UtAq>tO'U K<Xt 8£p

J.lO'U K<Xt et 'tt 'tOtoU'tOV £'tepov. 

7 Einarson, B., and Link, G.K.K 1976: introduction. 
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This story is valid for silphium, lupine and other similar plants. 

[The first one, indeed, has not the same bitterness (if it is 

cultivated) because the fruit is too abundant and watery]. 

And finally, in book 6,12,8 Theophrastus faces the same topic. Actually, the book 6, in 

general, talks about the odour and taste of plants. Referring to silphium, he says: 

"o Kat btt 'to'D cnA.<p\.ou Kat &A.A.rov optllerov f. en\. v· 

ftou yap 'to <puA.A.ov au'tou Kat. 6 K:ap1tos a1taA.os &v ota 

'tTtV U1tapxoucrav uypo'tT)'tCX" OUI!l!E'tpos yap Tt optll U'tT)c; 

y\. ve'tat Kpa9etcra 'ti!> Ma'troon Kat 1tOtEt 'tt vex xu11ov, 

a1tOST)patV01!EVOU of: cr<poopo'tepa, KCXt Tt 'tOU CJ1tEPllCX'tOS 

o' en 11<XA.A.ov. 

And this is also true for silphium and other pungent plants. Indeed, 

its leaf is sweet and it is the same for its fruit that is quite tender 

because of its fluidity; in fact, the pungency, moderated by the 

wateriness, becomes of a fair measure, and this results in a 

succulent juice. 

There is another passage in the same book where the silphium is mentioned in reference 

to the incisions, and it also alludes to the juice that come out from them. In chapter 

11,14-15 Theophrastus says: 

... And by making incisions to other plants to permit that the sun 

and the air harden them (and it happens, for examples, with 
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resins and other similar ones, frankincense, myrth and the juice 

of the silphium plant ... ) . 

. . . And the incision is made in both the upper part and the roots 

of these plants, like in certain medicinal plants and silphium as 

well (indeed, both the root and the stalk are cut, and the juice 

comes from both ofthem) .... 

In conclusion, we can say that with Theophrastus, between the end of the fourth century 

BC and the beginning of the third, we have one of the most detailed and richest 

descriptions of the plant. It particularly insists on the general appearance of the shrub, 

taking into account all of its parts, and especially the two kinds of juice. However, 

Theophrastus does not give us much information about the properties of this sapling; he 

is, instead, more interested in the general aspect of the shrub. Anyway, his description is 

extremely helpful to delineate the overall shape of the plant, and it is very similar to the 

representations of silphiurn that was frequently impressed on the coins of Cyrene8
. 

8 See Appendix The silphium plant in the ancient iconography. 
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l.b) The silphium plant in Dioscorides 

Dioscorides Pedanius 1 was a Greek physician, pharmacologist and botanist born in 

southeast Asia Minor in Cilicia, in the small town of Anazarbus, near Tarsus, shortly 

before that area became a Roman province, probably between AD 40 and 90. Few other 

things about his life are known: he studied medicine at Tarsus, which was at that time 

an intellectual centre, in particular for pharmacy and pharmacology; he was a student of 

Areios, a medical writer on pharmacy whose works are lost but mentioned in later 

testimonials; later on he became citizen of Rome and served in Nero's armies as doctor, 

having the chance to travel extensively through Italy, Gaul, Spain, and especially North 

Africa. His military experience provided opportunities for studying diseases, collecting 

and identifying medicinal plants, and discovering other healing materials. Some time 

around AD 50- 70, Dioscorides wrote his fundamental work, ITepl. UAT}~ ia.'tptKf}~, 

known in Latin as De materia medica. This five book study focused upon the 

preparation, properties and testing of drugs and became the most central 

pharmacological work in Europe and the Middle East for the next sixteen centuries2
. 

The work is an assemblage of data about the medical properties of slightly more than 

1,000 natural products from the plant, animal and mineral kingdoms and, while he may 

not have been the first to discover most of the usages of them, 'he industriously 

collected them from various lands, codified data and organised it in a clear, concise and 

rational fashion' 3
. 

The whole work is dedicated to his colleague Areios; indeed, the preface to the five 

books is a letter to him in which Dioscorides explains why he had tackled that task; he 

also claims that his predecessors' contributions suffered from a number of faults such as 

1 Information about Dioscorides' life and his works are mostly taken from Wood and Osbaldeston 2000: 
introduction. 
2 Ridde 1985: introduction. 
3 Riddle 1985: introduction. 
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incomprehension, mistakes of information, confusion of drug identities, too little 

attention to drug properties, insufficient emphasis on experimental testing of drugs and 

a general poor organization of the work. His study differed from that of his predecessors 

in a direct and personal observation of drugs and in a new and different arrangement of 

classes according to the properties of the individual drugs. He obtained most of his 

information through direct observation, by talking with local people about the remedies 

of each plant, by observing the effects of drugs on patients' bodies, and by identifYing 

drug affinities. Above all, he had the ability to observe nature and then to base his 

working postulates on empirical data. 

Unlike Theophrastus, who classified plants as trees, shrubs and herbs, Dioscorides 

grouped his plants under three headings: as aromatic, culinary and medicinal. The first 

book deals with aromatic plants, oils, ointments and trees; the second one, with living 

creatures, milk and dairy produce, cereals and sharp herbs; the third and fourth, with 

roots, juices and herbs; and finally, the fifth book deals with wines and metallic ores. 

However, Dioscorides' work cannot be compared to that of Theophrastus; it pays 

almost no regard to general botany, though the philosopher describes about 500 

different plant species and thereby he leaves the widest list of plants of antiquity. It is 

possible to notice the different planning of the two works by looking in the descriptions 

of the silphium plant made by both of them in their studies. Indeed, it is not surprising 

that Dioscorides, like Theophrastus, mentions this sapling more than once, since his 

work is in essence a compendium of drugs, whose intention is to summarize the features 

and geographical distribution of all the plants known at that time and we know that 

silphium played an important role between them, and especially for its properties in 

medicine. The main report of the shrub is in book 3,944
: 

4 The translation is based on Gunther 1934: 328-9 
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The silphium plant grows in Syria, Armenia, Media and Libya; its 

stalk is called maspetum, like that of ferula but its leaves are 

similar to those of apium; it has got a broad seed and its root is 

warming, hard of digestion, inflammatory and hurtful to the 

bladder. Mixed with oil, it cures bruises and it medicates 

scrofulous tumor and tuberculous, if it is taken in a cerate; but 

with a cerate of irinum and cyprinum it is of fit use for the sciatica. 

It takes away the excrescencies around the anus being sodden in a 

pomegranate coat and vinegar. Being drunk, it opposes the action 

of poisons; it is good for the mouth, if it was mixed with sauces 

and gravies; the liquor is gathered, the root and the stalk being cut; 

but of this, that is the best, which is somewhat red and transparent, 

emulating myrrh and prevalent in the smell, not scented like a leek, 

neither unpleasant to the taste, and easily changing into a white 

colour. But the Cyrenaic, although one shall taste it ever so little, 

expels the moisture from all the body and it is very gentle to the 

smell so that to him that tastes it, the mouth does not breath but a 

little of it. But the Median and Syriac are weaker in strength and 

they have a more poisonous smell. But all the juice is adulterated 

before it is dry, sagapen or bean meal being mixed with it, which 

you shall discern by the taste and the smell, and by the sight and by 

the lotion as well. But some people have called the stalk silphium 

and the root magydarim and the leaves maspeta. The juice is the 

most effectual, then the leaves and finally the stalk. It causes 

windiness and is pungent; it cures alopecia by anointing it with 

wine, pepper and vinegar. It is a causer of quickness of sight and a 
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disperser of suffusion, being smeared on with honey. It is a good 

remedy against pain in the teeth: it is put into their concavities 

either being put into a linen cloth with frankincense and wrapt 

around the teeth, or washing the mouth with boiled hyssop and figs 

with vinegar. It is good also for the dog-bitten, being laid on the 

wounds and for the hurts of all poisonous beasts and of poisoned 

arrows, being applied on or drunk; for the scorpion-smitten, being 

diluted in oil, it is applied on and it is poured into gangrened parts, 

scarifying them first, though; and it is good for carbuncles if mixed 

with rue, nitre and honey or simply by itself; it takes away corns 

and fleshy hardness, they being cut all around, kneaded together 

with cerate or dry figs; it cures the late-come lichens if mixed with 

vinegar; and it cures the late-come lichens5
; but carcomata and the 

polyps, being anointed for some days together with cobblers ink or 

aerugo, but pulled off protuberances with a pair of pincers. It also 

helps long continued exasperations of the bronchi and, being 

diluted in water, it clears the voice which has grown suddenly 

hoarse; it recovers the uvulas, being smeared with honey. With 

melicrat6 it is a profitable gargle for angina. It makes men better 

coloured, being eaten and it is good for a cough and for pleurisy 

with egg when drunk; it is given with dry figs as a good remedy for 

jaundice and the dropsy. And it dissolves rigors being drunk with 

pepper, frankincense and wine. It is given in a quantity of a obolus 

5 It is a skin disease, characterised by an eruption of reddish solid papules over a more or less limited area 
(OED). 
6 Drink made with honey and water (OED). 
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to swallow for the contraction of tendons and the opisthotonos7
. 

And being gargled with vinegar, it casts off leeches that stick to the 

throat; it is given to drink when milk curdles in the stomach and it 

helps the epileptic, being taken with oxymel; but being drunk with 

pepper and myrrh, it moves the menstruation; it helps the colic, 

being taken in the grape. But being drunk with lixivium, it helps 

the sudden convulsion and ruptures. It is dissolved for potions with 

bitter almonds, rue or warm bread; even the juice of the leaves 

performs the same even if it is extremely less efficient. Tt is eaten 

with oxymel to purge the trachea, especially for those who have 

lost their voice. It has eaten with lettuce instead of eruca. It is said 

also in reference to another plant called magydaris and growing in 

Libya as well; its root is similar to the one of the silphium but less 

thick, sharp and not having any juice. However, it has some 

properties like the silphium plant. 

By looking at this description of the plant, it is clear that the mam interest of 

Dioscorides was not botanical. Certainly, in his work he made a big effort to describe 

not only the qualities and remedial effects of the plants, but also something of their 

botany and living morphology including roots, foliage, and sometimes flowers; 

'although not as naive as many other herbal writers, he showed little interest in botany, 

concentrating rather on the practical uses of plants, and especially their pharmaceutical 

usage, and sometimes, as in this case, giving only brief descriptions'8. 

Tn this passage, he introduces the plant, and he gives some information about its place of 

growing; he says that it used to spread not only in Libya, as Theophrastus says, but also 

7 Spasm of the muscle of the neck, back and legs, in which the body is bent backwards (OED). 
8 Wood and Osbaldeston 2000: introduction. 
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in Syria, Armenia and Media; in this case, it is possible that Dioscorides is actually 

referring to another kind of plant, similar to silphium, at least in the appearance, and it 

was known with the name of persicum laser, which used to grow in those countries. He 

does not provide many details about the shape of the plant, instead he spends only a few 

words for the stalk, similar to that of ferula, the leaves like those of apium, the broad 

seed and finally the root that was warming and hard of digestion. Theophrastus had 

already said something about the warming and purging effect of the plant, and 

especially of its leaves and stalk as well, even if, as I have already said, there is a bit of 

confusion about this information. Dioscorides does not mention at all the juice which 

actually seems to be, according to the Theophrastus' description, and not only that, the 

most useful and used part of the whole plant. Dioscorides does not talk about the story 

of the plant either, and he does not say anything about the way of cutting it. 

To conclude, it seems reasonable to say that in general, his description is more focused 

on the medical properties of the plant itself but it is mostly like a simple listing of them 

where he does not provide any kind of explanation for those remedies. In any case, the 

data collected by Dioscorides have been useful in this work to underline again the 

importance and renown of the plant even at his time. 
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l.c) Comparison with the description ofthe plant made by Pliny 

No scientific subject, perhaps, produced a larger, a more curious, or a more splendidly 

illustrated literature than the world of plants. Greek medical men and scientists, Roman 

encyclopaedists, and medieval doctors compiled and recompiled herbals, generally 

taking special interest in those plants that were thought to be of medicinal value. 

The Romans, in particular, were a practical people, extremely interested m the 

development of agriculture and horticulture. The best-known Roman author dealing 

with plants is without any doubt Dioscorides, who was supposed to be the superior 

authority in pharmacology for more than sixteen centuries 1. Pliny the Elder is another 

relevant Roman author who wrote a monumental work on natural history. He2 was born 

in Como in AD 23-24 and died in the eruption of Mount Vesuvius in AD 79. Thus, he 

was a contemporary of Dioscorides but there is no evidence that they met each other 

and Pliny may not have read his work. Pliny was a busy Roman official and also a 

prolific writer, though only the thirty~seven books of his Natura/is Historia survived. In 

this study, written around AD 77, Pliny transcribed the knowledge of his time in 

accurate and precise detail, uncritically adding myths, legends, superstitions, personal 

observations, and opinions in a discursive, entertaining, encyclopaedic work. It is a vast 

treatise devoted to cosmology, geography, anthropology, zoology, botany, agriculture, 

medicine and mineralogy, a work of erudition that lacks critical scrutiny. Therefore, 

Pliny is certainly less systematic and more credulous than Dioscorides and his remedies 

while no more effective are generally more unpleasant. In truth, Theophrastus was the 

scientific botanist, Dioscorides a medical botanist and Pliny produced a systematic 

encyclopaedia of knowledge3
. 

1 Riddle 1985: introduction. 
2 General infonnation about Pliny' s life and his works are mostly taken from Monaco 1994. 
3 Wood and Osbaldeston 2000: introduction. 
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Pliny devoted several sections of his work to plants, mentioning in total about 1000 

different plants, and especially in books 12-27 dealing with botany. Some of his 

passages are, poorly, borrowed from Theophrastus' works and we can easily detect it 

when we analyse, for example, the sections in which Pliny describes the silphium plant. 

Pliny mentions the shrub several times and for different purposes but the main report of 

it and its general appearance is in book 19,38- 464 where he says: 

" ... After these (mushrooms) I would like to talk about laserpiciurn, 

extremely famous for its prestige; it is called az).rpiov by the 

Greeks and it was found in the Roman province of Cyrene; its juice 

is called laser and it is important either for the daily use or like a 

medicine, and the whole plant is sold at the price of silver. 

Nowadays, it is not easy to find in that land because the tax

collectors, who are in charge of the pasture land, thinking of a 

bigger profit, devastated it to use it as forage for their livestock. 

Just one stalk has been found and it has been given to the Emperor 

Nero. It is possible to recognise if livestock has run into a new 

stalk by this sign: the sheep, once has nibbled it, immediately falls 

asleep while the goat sneezes over and over again. 

Nowadays, the only type of laser you can find is the kind coming 

from Persia, Media or Armenia; however, it is inferior compared to 

the Cyrenaic and also it is mixed with gum, sacopeniurn and 

minced broad beans; it seems to me opportune to say that, when G. 

Valerius and M. Erennius where consuls, 30 librae of silphiurn 

were brought to Rome from Cyrene, and the eovemment paid for 

4 The translation is made by myself. 
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that; moreover, when Caesar was dictator, at the beginning of the 

civil war, he took out of the public treasury 1500 librae of 

laserpicium, besides gold and silver. 

By looking at the most authoritative Greek authors we see that this 

plant came out suddenly after a black, pitchy rain in the area 

around the Hesperides' gardens and the Syrtes, and precisely seven 

years before the foundation of Cyrene; that was around the 143rd 

year of our city, and this weather was felt in Africa for about 4000 

stadia. (... vim aut em ill am per IV stadium Africae valuisse .. .). 

Laserpicium used to grow in that area like a wild and rebellious 

plant, and if cultivated, it retired itself into the desert; it has many 

thick roots and a ferula-like stalk. The leaves were called maspeta 

and they are very similar to that of the apium. Its seed looks like a 

leaf and the foliage falls down in Spring. 

Livestock used to be fed on silphium and it was purged by it; it 

fattens and its flesh gets a particular taste. Once the leaves have 

fallen down, the men eat its stalk in different ways, either boiled or 

roasted and it purges them for forty days. The juice was gathered 

in two different ways, either from the root or from the stalk and 

they have two different names, rhizias and caulias, this latest one 

being less valuable and liable to go bad. 

The root has a black bark. The juice was put in pots and mixed 

with bran to defraud the purchaser; the mixture was shaken to 

avoid it going bad. The colour and the dryness were two proofs of 

the quality of the juice. 
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Others say that the root of laserpicium was bigger than a cubit and 

that there was a tuber on the top of it. It was cut and a milk-like 

juice came out of it; its stalk was called magudarys. The gold

coloured leaves were used as seeds, and they fell at the time of the 

Dog-star when the zephyr blew. It lasted one year. This plant was 

pulled out by digging the ground around its root, and it did not 

purge the livestock but it could either recover it, if ill, or kill it 

immediately; but this happened rarely. The first information seems 

to be referred to persicum laser. 

There is also another plant, and it is called mazydaris; it is tender 

and less strong, without any juice and it grows in Syria and not in 

Cyrenaica. It is also quite abundant around Mount Parnassus and 

someone calls even this plant laserpicium. The red colour of the 

plant is considered a proof of the real silphium, which is not very 

bright but white inside if it is broken. This shrub is used as a very 

potent medical remedy. 

By comparing the two descriptions made by Theophrastus and Pliny the Elder, we 

notice that most of the report written by Pliny comes actually from that made by the 

first author and indeed, in these passages we can find again all of the details and even 

confusion about some aspects of the silphium plant. In fact, Pliny seems to take into 

account and translate quite exactly the information given by Theophrastus, completely 

trusting him especially because he himself was not able to have a direct look at the 

plant. Pliny starts talking about the shrub saying that it was becoming extremely rare in 

the first century AD and mostly, in his opinion, because of the devastations made by the 

tax-collectors. The reasons for the extinction of the silphium plant are interesting and 
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controversial, and I will talk about them later on in this work5
, analysing all of the 

possibilities suggested so far. 

Pliny adds that at his time the sapling was considered very prestigious and was being 

sold at the price of silver; it was also kept in the public treasury in Rome with gold and 

silver as well. The importance and renown of the plant depended especially on his very 

useful medical properties and in several passages of his work Pliny refers to them even 

if, as I have already said, without any critical and scientific point of view. 

5 See Conclusions. 
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DIFFERENT APPLICATIONS OF THE SILPHIUM PLANT 

As I have already said many times in the previous paragraphs, the silphium plant was 

highly valued in the ancient world as one of the most precious gifts from nature to man, 

and during Roman times it was considered to be worth its weight in denarii. 

It once formed the crux of trade from the ancient city of Cyrene and was so critical to 

the local economy that most of the coins of this area bore a picture of the sapling!. It 

was appreciated widely by most ancient Mediterranean cultures because of its many 

uses, as a food source, seasoning for dishes, and most importantly, as a medication. 

Perfumes were made from the flowers, the stalk was used for food or fodder while the 

juice and root were useful to make a variety of medical potions. Aside of its uses in 

Greek-Roman cooking and medicine, other applications were ascribed to the plant in 

agriculture and veterinary as well; for example, it was believed to improve the meat of 

those animals which had grazed on the plant. 

In this chapter I will take into account the most important sources where the silphium 

plant is quoted with regard to its utility and exploitation in medicine, veterinary, cuisine 

and agriculture. In particular, I intend to analyse the most authoritative Greek sources, 

and especially Hippocrates and Galen for medicine, and Athenaeus for cuisine; I will 

also have a look at the Latin scientific works when the plant is mentioned. 

1 See the images at the end of this work. 
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2.1) THE SILPIDUM PLANT IN MEDICINE 

The silphium plant is quoted quite often in the ancient works as a very useful herb with 

so many medical properties that it was considered a real panacea that could resolve any 

kind of disease or trouble. Reported medical uses for the juice, for example, included 

remedies for cough, sore throat, fever, indigestion, fluid retention, seizures, aches and 

pain. The sap was supposed to be able to remove warts and other growths. In addition, 

the silphium could be used for a variety of diverse conditions including treatment of 

leprosy, to restore hair, cleanse retained afterbirth from the womb and as an antidote for 

poisons. Potions made from this sapling were supposedly among the most effective 

birth-control methods known at that time, and were the most common contraceptive 

agent used in the ancient Mediterranean world1
. Preparations used for birth control 

included a tea made from the leaves, a "pea-sized" ball of sap mixed with wine and a 

suppository containing the juice. The timing of administration suggests it functioned as 

an abortifacient similar to preparations made from related plant species2
. 

It is for these reasons and many others that the silphium plant was also considered, 

according to the legend, a gift to men from the god Apollo who was consulted many 

times at the temple of Delphi even for medical purposes. Gods dominated the life of the 

Greeks and natural occurrences were so often attributed to the gods so that many people 

turned to them when ill. The god Apollo, as I said above, was consulted by the sixth 

century BC, while many turned for help to his son, the god Asclepias; places called 

asclepieia were built for those in poor health and one of them is at Balagrae, near 

Cyrene. Inside that sanctuary, it is possible to admire some capitals with images of the 

silphium plane. The choice to put this shrub as an ornament for the colonnade of the 

1 Riddle, Estes and Russel 1994. 
2 Tatman 2000. 
3 See the Appendix 11: The silphium plant in the ancient iconography. 
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sanctuary devoted to a god of healing confirms again the wide popularity of the 

properties and utility of the sapling in the world of medicine. 
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2.1a )Silphium in Hippocrates 

Ancient Greece, as did ancient Rome and ancient Egypt, played an important part in 

medical history. The Greeks started practicing medicine 1,000 years before Christ, and 

in general, their medical practice was based upon religious beliefs. 

The most famous of all ancient Greek doctors was, without any doubt, Hippocrates; he 

made such an impression on medical history that his name is still very much associated 

with medicine today, and he is generally considered as the father of medicine1
. 

He2 was born at Cos, about 460 BC, but spent most of his life at Larissa, in Thessaly. He 

was educated as a physician by his father, a physician himself, and travelled extensively 

as an itinerant practitioner for several years. His travels in different climates and among 

many different people undoubtedly tended to sharpen his keen sense of observation. He 

was a practical physician as well as a theorist, and he wrote his theories in a clear and 

concise style3
. He became known as the founder of medicine since he rejected the views 

of his time that considered illness to be caused by superstitions and by possession of evil 

spirits and disfavour of the gods. He held the belief that illness had a physical and a 

rational explanation, and based his medical practice on observations and on the study of 

the human body. He founded a medical school on the island of Cos where he expanded 

his theories and it was of enormous importance in separating medicine from superstition 

and philosophic speculation, placing it on a strictly scientific plane based on objective 

observation and critical deductive reasoning. Indeed, he told his students to carefully 

observe their patients and therefore to learn from the things they had observed. Students 

of Hippocrates and others, mainly from medical schools in Cnidus and Cos, wrote 

1 Porter 1994. 
2 General information about Hippocrates' life and his works are mostly taken from Jouanna 1999. 
3 Debus 1968. 
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different books; from these, we have the collection of books known as Corpus 

Hippocraticum. It consists of some sixty medical treatises collected in Alexandria by the 

middle of the third century BC, under Hippocrates' name. We do not know who wrote 

most of them, however, they cover a time span of 150 years so they could not have all 

been written by Hippocrates himself, although his influence is felt throughout. 'The 

Hippocratic corpus of knowledge was widely distributed and spread in the eastern 

Mediterranean, it was highly influential, and marked the rise of rationality in both 

medicine and the physical sciences'4. 

Essentially Hippocratic medicine allowed diseases to run their natural course; in fact, 

Hippocrates was convinced that the human body could heal itself and could return itself 

to good health. Though the patient was given some treatments, such as herbal remedies 

to ease pain, nothing else was done, and only when absolutely necessary, and after a 

reasonable period of observation, the doctor should resort to surgery. He believed in the 

natural healing process of rest, fresh air and cleanliness, and especially a good diet. 

The silphium plant appears several times in his works as a valid remedy against different 

troubles, and in general, as something healthy to eat. For example, we can find many 

references to this shrub in the study entitled De affectionibus interioribus which is 

devoted wholly to the description and treatment of diseases. Each of its 54 chapters 

deals with a specific nosological entity. For instance, the first twelve sections take into 

account any kind of disease in the lungs and sides, and the silphium seems to be quite 

useful. Indeed Hippocrates in section 6, line 39 says: 

0K6'tav oe ai 

1tEV'tE llJ..LEpat 1tap£A.8rocn V, 1tproZo~ vfla'tt~ 1tt VE't<O ev 

J..LEAtKpf)'tq> 11 OtVOJ..LEAt'tt 01t0V atA<ptO'\) OKOCJOV opo!)ov, Kat 

4 Jouanna 1999. 
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CrlCOpOOOV tproyetO> KCd ·a.q>CX.VtOa.<; vf\crttc:;, K<X.t aKpll'tOV oi VOV 

bttp·oq>a.vetro JlEAa.va. 11 AEUKOV a.UO''t11P6v· 7tlVE'tC.O 0£. KCX.t E7tt 

O'ttq> 11.:a.i. J.1Eta to O'ttov· O"ttiotO"t of: s11poic:n Ka.t Kpea.c:nv 

OVElOtO'tV 11 K'UVElOtO't XPEE0'9C.O eq>90tO'tV, 11v 'tO ·iyoc:; K<X.t 6 

1tupetoc; J.l 11 f.7ttA.a.J.l~avn. 

When five days are up, let him drink, early in the morning, in the 

fasting state, silphium juice to the amount of a vetch-bean, in water 

and honey or in wine and honey; let him also eat garlic and 

radishes, always in the fasting state, and drink pure dry wine, either 

dark or white during his meals and after them too. 

The sections 22-26 are devoted to dropsies and the silphium plant turns out helpful 

again. Indeed, in section 23, line 46, talking about pleurisy, a disease in which watery 

fluid collects in the body, Hippocrates says: 

Taoe o£ oei J.1Eta t1)v tJ.1f\O'tv oto6vm· crKeuaaa.c:; 61to\:J O'tA.

q>iou opa.xJl f\c:; O''tCX9J.10V' K<X.t aptO''tOAOXi ,c:; KVf\O'a.t OKOO'OV 

aatpaya.A.ov EAaq>ou, K<X.t q>CX.KWV K<X.t 6p6~rov 1tE<ppUYJ.1EvC.OV 

aA.q>t 't<X. Ka.9iJpa.c:; OKOO'OV ilJlt xoi Vt KOV EKCX'tEprov, SUJlq>Upf\O'a.t 

'tCXU'ta. JlEAt'tt K<X.t ol;et· eita. 1tAUO'<X.t KOAAtKa.c:; ESftKOV't<X., K<X.t 

Ka.e' eKaO't11c:; ftJ.1EP11c:; tpi~rov £va. OtelVa.t OtVO'U J.lEAa.voc:; 

ilJltKO't'UAtq>, <X.UO''tllPOU roe; t,OtO''tO'U" eita. Ot06va.t VftO''tEt 1ttElV. 

After the incision, prepare silphium juice a drachma in weight and 

grate aristolochia to the amount of a deer's vertebra and sift a half-
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choinix each of the flours of lentils and vetches; then knead these 

all together with honey and vinegar. 

And again in section 24, line 11: 

TOU'tql OK6tav outoo<; exn, Kat' apxac; 'tOU vocn1J.tato<; OtOOVat, 

i\v aA.y£n 'tO rt1tap, 6piyavov tpi~oov, 01tOV O'tAcpiou OKOO'OV 

opo~ov OtEt<;, £v OtVql AEUKi?> ft~-ttKO'tUAtql1tlVEtV, Kat y&.A.a 

aiyoc;, tpitov llEPO<; llEAtKpfttou 1tapa~-ticryoov, tEtpaK6tuA.ov 

KUAtKa' O't ttOOV OE a1tex£creoo ta<; 1tprota<; ft~-t£pa<; OEKa' autat 

yap KptVOUO'tV, ei eav&.O'tllOV i\ ou·ocpav£too OE 1tttO'&.v,c; 

xuA.ov, Ka9ecp9ov JlEAt 1tapax£oov· oivov OE 

1tt VEtOO AEUKOV Mho a tO V i\ aAAOV 'tO V 1\0tO'tOV i>oapea. 

When the case is such, at the beginning of the disease, if he suffers 

from his liver, give him ground oregano and silphium juice to the 

amount of a vetch-bean, soaked in a half-cotyle cup of white wine 

to drink. 

The diseases of the liver are tackled more in detail in the chapters 27-29 and 

Hippocrates refers, once again, to the utility of the sapling. In section 27, line 32 he 

says: 

1tt VE'tOO OE Kat 

O'tAcpiou 01tOV OKOO'OV opo~ov, Kat 6piyavov tpi~oov OtEtVat 

OtVql AEUK<?>, 
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And let him drink some juice of silphium to the amount of a vetch

bean; and give him ground oregano soaked in white wine to drink 

in the fasting state. 

The last sections of the study deal with the diseases of the spleen, and it is interesting to 

note that the silphium plant should not be administered in this case, perhaps because of 

its warming effect. In section 30, line 32 Hippocrates says: 

'tOOV oe yi.:Ul~erov Kat At7tap&v a1tEXE0'9ro Kat KVtO'rooerov, Kat 

a\A.cptov I!Tt 7tpoacpepea9ro 

Have him abstain from foods that are sweet, fat, or smell like burnt 

fat, and do not administer sdphium, pork, grey mullet, either salted 

or fresh, eel or any kind of vegetable without vinegar. 

And in section 40, line 43 talking about typhuses he says: 

Kat yA. t>Kt>O't011<; Kap7to\> oeKa KOKKot><; 

E'lfOOV ev OtV(!l t-tiA.avt, oto6vat 7tt VEt v· Kat yoyyt>A.\oac; 

otecp9ot><; 7tOterov ·ocpave'tro 'tOV Xt>A.ov, ap'tUO'a<; 'tt>pt'?> av6:A.'t(!l 

Kat J .. tllKOOVt Kat aA.t Kat eA.at(!l Kat O'tAcpt(!l Kat oset. 

And boil ten grains of peony seeds in dark wine and let him drink 

it; then boil some turnips and let him drink their juice with unsalted 

cheese, poppy, oil, salt, silphium and vinegar. 
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And again in section 42, line 17: 

·o<pEE'tOO 'Jf'UX.pft~ ava'A-

'tO'U, cri'Aq>tov M: eml;vcrero 1t0'UA u 

Let him drink a bowl of cold lentil-soup without salt, but with a lot of silphium 

grated over it. 

Finally, in section 44, line 31 he is talking about ileuses and mentions the shrub once 

agam: 

K:at q>aK'llv EX,E'tOO WOE ecrKE'Uac:YJlEVflV' KO-

'tVA flV <paKou E'Jfftcra~ 'tpt\jlat 'AEi 11v, E1tEt 'ta &'AEupov 

1tapaJ..Ltl;at, Kat cri'A<ptOV emi;Ecrat, Kat &'Aa~ EJl~a'AEtV, Kat 

ol;o~ E1ttX,Eat, Kat crK6pooa CY'UVE'JfEtV' E1tEt'ta t>orop emx.£a~ 

~Ecrat Ot~ 11 'tpt~, Kat 'topuv~v &Jla· 

And prepare the lentils in this way: boil a cup of lentils and mash 

them; then mix them in flour and grate some silphium, add salt and 

pour vinegar and boil in garlic; pour water over this, previously 

boiled two or three times and stir all together. 

But this is not the only work where the silphium plant is mentioned by Hippocrates. In 

fact, the precious sapling appears quite often in another important study, entitled De 

morbis, and especially in books 2 and 3. The second book consists of two parts: the 

chapters 1-11, devoted primarily to aetiology and pathogenesis, and the chapter 12-75 
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where the author talks generally about different diseases. In particular, in section 42, line 

7, talking about fevers, he mentions the plant: 

"Hv of. ll110E f:v toi>tql 1t<XU11ta.t, A.ouaa~ ai>tov n:oA.A.q:> 

eepjlql, 1ttO'<Xt 'tO tptq>'UAAOV Kat 01t0V O'tAq>tO\) EV OtVql 

tO'OKpatEZ, Kat K<XtaKAtV<X~ f.m~aAEEtV LjlcX'tl<X 1tOAAa eoo~ 

topman· 

[If a tertian fever occurs, and after three attacks, there is a fourth 

one, let him drink a medication; if you think a medication is not 

necessary, grind into water cinquefoil roots to the amount of one 

oxybaphon and give him this potion to drink]. If with this, the fever 

does not stop, wash the patient in copious hot water, have him 

drink clover and silphium juice in wine diluted with an equal 

amount of water and take him to bed, covering him with many 

blankets to let him sweat. 

Then, the sections 44-65 of the same work deal with the diseases centred in the lungs 

and sides. Actually, Hippocrates has already mentioned in the other work the utility of 

the shrub to resolve troubles in these parts of the body; however, in section 47, line 46 

he repeats: 

ftv jlEv U1t0 tOU'tO\) to 1tUOV ·ayfi· d OE jlfJ, etepov 1tOltlO'<Xt' 

ai<ha optjlEa EKX'UjlcOO'ac; Kat K'UKAcXjltvov, oaov 6~\>!)aq>ov 

t&v O'jltKp&v eK<XtEpo-u EO'tOO, E1tEl t<X 01tOV O'tAq>tO'U tphvac; 

ocrov KU<XjlOV, OtEtVott, Kott 6\>jljlt~ott y6:A<XK'toc; O<JOV 6/;u~<Xq>OV 

atyewv ft ovewv, touto xA.tapov £yxe'tv· 
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If with this treatment pus breaks out, that is fine, otherwise, make 

the following alternative: squeeze juice from the pomegranate 

peels and from cyclamen as well, to the amount of a small 

oxybaphon each and add some silphium juice to the amount of a 

broad bean; combine them all together and add an oxybaphon of 

goat's or sheep's milk; infuse this warm. 

And, finally, in section 50, line 38 he reports another situation in which silphium must 

not be administered: 

O'tA.cpicp o£ Jl11o£v xpi10'8at J.111oe n vt &A.A.cp A.o:xavcp optJleZ, o n 

Jl t1 opt yavcp 11 evJlcp 11 1t11Yavcp. 

[If the pipe of the lung becomes aphthous, there is violent fever, 

pain in the middle of the chest and itching of the body ... The 

patient dies at once unless he is treated in this way ... ] Do not give 

him any si/phium or any sharp vegetables except oregano, thyme 

or rue. 

As for the third book of the treatise, it consists of three parts: 

1) a two-line tag 

2) a nosological work (sections 1-16) 

3) a collection of cooling agents (sections 17) 
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There are three mentions of the plant in this work and they are all gathered in the second 

group. The first one is in section 15, line 88, when Hippocrates, talking about 

pneumoma, says: 

nmeev oe 1w.1. &A.A.ooc; &:rto 'tfic; 1tpro't11c; il~tp11c; &psallevoc;· 

ol.oou &pou 'tOU ~qaA.ou KOYX11V X11Pajll.Oa, Kat OaUKO'\) Kat 

aKaAfl<pl'l<; ~l11V, Kat Va1tuoc; Kat 1t11'YUVOU ocrov 'tOtcrt 'tptO't 

OaK'tuA.otat A.a~etv, Kat (mov c:nA.cpl.ou oaov KVajlov· 'tau'ta iv 

6/;uyA. 'UKf.t Kat ·Man Kepacrac; Kat Ot 1191lcrac;, ol.oou Vfl<:r'tet 

xA.tap6v. 

Alternatively, do as it follows, beginning on the first day: give the 

patient a cheramys of cuckoo-pint, wild carrot and stinging nettle, 

good pinches of mustard and rue, and silphium juice to the amount 

of a broad bean~ mix these all together in a sweet vinegar, water 

and sieve as well and give warm to the fasting patient. 

The other two quotations are in section 16 where Hippocrates cites the plant twice: 

T\v o£ 1tpoc; 't'ftm v £v 't'ftcrt 1tA.eup'ftcrt v 6ouvncrt Kat 'tCx. 

{>1tox6v&pta &A.yen, {>1toKA.vcrm oei, Kal. m£etv oouvat vilcr'tet 

aptO''tOA.oxl.av Kat U00'(1)1t0V Kat KU~t vov Kat O'lAcptov Kat 

jlflKOOVa AE'UKftV Kat &veoc; xaAKOU Kat jlEAt Kat osoc; Kat 

uooop. 

If besides the pain in the side, the hypochondrium is in pain too, 

administer an enema give the patient in the fasting state 
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aristolochia, hyssop, cumm, silphium, white poppy, flowers of 

capers, honey, vinegar and some water to drink. 

'Ev <>E: tfim 1tt\>cremv, ftv 6<>uv11 te £xn Kat ~it <>uv11tm 

U1t01t'tUEtV, vftcrtEt oioou &veoc; xai.Ko1> OO'OV Konva<>a, Kat 

61to1> crtA.cpiou ft~tcru, Kat tptcpuA.A.ou Kap1to1> 61.\. yov £v ~EAt tt 

AELXEtv· ft 1tE1tEpcoc; KOKKouc; 1tEvtE Kat 61tou O'tAcpiou ocrov 

KUa~ov, Kat ~EAt Kat o~oc; Kat uorop 1ttVEtV XAtapov vftcrtEt 

()\.()ou· 

If there is pam during coughing and it is not possible to 

expectorate, give the patient in the fasting state flowers of capers in 

the amount of a wild olive, half as much silphium juice, and a little 

clover seed in some honey to eat; alternatively, give him in the 

fasting state five corns of pepper, silphium juice in the amount of a 

broad bean and honey, vinegar and water to drink warm. 

To conclude the analysis of uses of the silphium plant in the works I have chosen from 

among the Hippocratis Corpus, I would like to consider other two studies. 

The first one is entitled De fistulis and it is a clear and well organised summary of the 

pathology and therapy of haemorrhoids, condylomas, fistula in ana and their 

complications. Even in these cases, the silphium plant can play a quite useful role; 

indeed, Hippocrates in section 9, line 24 says: 

'OK6tav apxoc; EK1tl1t'tTI Kat ~, 8EATI Kata XWP'I'\V ~EVEtV, 

O'tAcptOV on &ptO''tOV Kat 1tUKVOtatov ~ucrac; AE1t'tOV 

Kata1tAtXO'O'Et V. 
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When the rectum protrudes and does not remain in its place, grate 

the finest and most compact silphium and apply as a cataplasm. 

The second work is called De superfatione5
, which basically talks about the conception. 

In section 27, line 12-18 Hippocrates mentions the sapling, and for the first time, its 

trunk as well: 

If any pregnant woman loses her fetus after two months, and 

exactly at that time, neither earlier or later, and the same thing 

happens to her twice or three times, or more perhaps, even if she 

loses them after three, four or five months in the same way, it 

means that her womb does not grow in the middle as the fetus 

grows becoming too big between the second and third month; the 

womb does not have the right size and for this reason she has a 

miscarriage. Her womb needs to be washed, and cleaned out, and 

extended as much as possible with the application of a 

medicament; sieve, cutting in small pieces, the marrow of a 

pumpkin; mix a bit of it soaked with honey and a bit of silphium in 

boiled honey; the honey must be well cooked; spread it on a probe 

which must have an acceptable size to come into the stomach; lay 

it on the hole of the uterus and push it to let it enter; once the 

medication is in, let the probe go out; apply a purgative and do the 

same with wild coloquintide; let her eat in this period as much 

5 See CMG. 
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garlic as he can and some trunk of silphium and let it go down to 

the uterus. 

By looking at all of this references, there is no doubt, once again, about the relevant 

importance that the silphium plant played in the ancient world as a very useful, and 

necessary perhaps, remedy to cure many diseases. It would appear that the most 

important part of this shrub, at least for its applications in medicine, was the juice. In the 

works analysed above, Hippocrates refers to the juice of this plant nine times and for 

different purposes; it seems to be particularly efficient against the diseases in the lungs 

and sides if taken to the amount of a vetch-bean or to the one of a broad bean, whereas 

the whole plant does not turn out helpful in this case, and actually, Hippocrates suggests 

not taking it if the pipes of the lungs become ulcerated. At the same time, according to 

the physician, the plant should not be administered when the patient suffers from any 

diseases of the spleen, perhaps because of its warming effects and its pungency. These 

are the only two cases where the plant must not be used; however, like every medicine, 

the silphium plant could be extremely helpful but at the same time it could have some 

side effects. Moreover, another thing we have to consider, is the fact that the plant was 

never administered by itself but always in some compounds and generally in a very 

small amount. In fact, Hippocrates talks about the amount of a vetch-bean or the 

quantity of a broad bean, and in general in the ancient works, a very moderate use of the 

shrub was suggested. Only once, Hippocrates says to drink a potion made with lentil

soup w1thout salt but with a lot of silphium; this beverage seems to be helpful against 

typhus, a disease which arises mainly in late summer and causes diarrhoea. However, 

apart from this quotation, he usually alludes to a very small amount of it. 
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Besides the plant itself and its juice, Hippocrates mentions also the trunk; this was 

generally considered useful for its dietetic properties, and we know that the physician 

believed in the importance of a good diet to be healthy and strong. 

All things considered, it is fair to say that Hippocrates really believed in the medicinal 

qualities of this plant which was a very popular herb, particularly appreciated in the 

ancient world. Its uses covered a vast range of possibilities and applications, and it is not 

very easy to single out the real properties of silphium, which was usually mixed with 

other substances; moreover, sometimes it seems to be applied in case of diseases very 

different to each other. In general, it is fair to say that this sapling had a drying effect 

since it was useful in case of haemorrhoids and against typhus, a disease which caused 

diarrhoea; moreover, it dehydrated and helped to expectorate, and that could be why it 

was given to the patient in case of fever. 
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2. I b) Silphium in Galen 

Claudius Galen was a second century physiologist, philosopher, and writer who is often 

considered the most important contributor to medicine following Hippocrates. If the works 

of Hippocrates can be taken as representing the foundation of Greek medicine, then the 

work of Gal en, who lived six centuries later, is the apex of that tradition. Gal en crystallised 

all the best work of the Greek medical schools up his own time. 

While Hippocrates is known mostly for his contributions to patients' rights and the moral 

and professional obligations of physician, Galen is still respected for his contributions to 

anatomy, physiology, and pharmacology and for his incorporation of philosophy, logic, and 

experiment with medicine1
. 

Galen2 was born around AD 129 in Pergamum, Asia Minor, and belonged to a prestigious 

family headed by his father Nicon, an architect. Pergamum was at that time a wealthy, 

bustling and vibrant city, famous as a centre of learning and particularly for its temple ofthe 

god of healing, Asclepius3
. Throughout Galen's life, he avowed a devotion to Asclepius. 

At the beginning, his education was broad and directed by his father but while Nicon 

intended for Galen to study philosophy or politics, Asclepius supposedly came to Nicon in a 

dream and told him to allow his son to study medicine. Thus, starting at the age of sixteen or 

seventeen, Galen studied medicine and at the age of twenty he became a therapeutes of 

Asclepius in the local temple for four years. During this time he also studied philosophy 

from at least four different schools ofthought in order to learn many different viewpoints. Tn 

fact he believed that philosophical knowledge was essential to all educated persons. 

1 Farrington 1953. 
2 General information about Galen's life and his works are mostly taken from Sarton 1954. 
3 Walzer and Frede 1985: introduction. 
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For hundreds of years before Galen's time, debates existed among physicians about what 

philosophy of medicine was most proper4
. By Galen's time, the Empiricists and the 

Rationalists were two of the major schools of philosophy influencing medicine and science. 

Empiricists5 believed that a competent doctor gained knowledge by experience, not by 

creating or following medical theories. Others who believed that theories were necessary to 

supplement pure experience for adequate treatment of patients became known as 

Rationalists6
. In addition to the influence of the Empiricists and the Rationalists, the belief 

in Asclepius, the god of healing, who was thought to produce supernatural causes and cures 

for diseases, and the importance placed on Hippocratic teachings all helped to shape the 

state of medicine that Galen faced in his time. However, he took a unique approach by 

incorporating both Rationalist and Empiricist ideas with a respect for his predecessors and 

for the supernatural role in disease and healing and he often characterises himself as an 

eclectic belonging to no school. Indeed, because he found both strengths and faults with 

many philosophies, he avoided using one method of thought exclusively7
. Galen's 

accumulation of knowledge in many fields and his tendency to make conclusions based on 

facts and truth throughout his life contributed to his success and reputation. 

When Galen's father died, he travelled to Smyma, Corinth and Alexandria where he lived 

for approximately five years, in order to achieve a more extensive and vast knowledge of 

medicine. In 157 he returned to his hometown where was appointed as the physician to the 

gladiators. This was a prestigious position that provided him with plenty of opportunities to 

practice surgery techniques8
. By 161 he realised that even a great and prosperous provincial 

city like Pergamum could not offer the chances his talent and ambition demanded so he left 

for Rome where the medical community was competitive and unfortunately corrupt. In the 

4 Walzer and Frede 198 5: introduction. 
5 Frede 1988. 
6 Walzer and Frede 1985. 
7 Horstmanshoff 1995. 
8 Scarborough 1971. 
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city, Galen's ambition got the best of him with the result that his high profile created 

powerful enemies who caused him to depart secretly in 166. After a couple of years he was 

recalled back by the Roman Emperor Marcus Aurelius and he was made personal physician 

to this Emperor and his son Commodus. Galen's carrier, research, and teachings thrived in 

Rome, so he remained there until his death around AD 200. 

He was a prodigious writer of books and a large amount of his works has survived. The 

KOhn edition, which is the one I am following in this paper and still the only nearly 

complete collection of Galen's Greek works, consists of the Greek text with a Latin 

translation and it runs over 20,000 pages in twenty volumes; however, Galen's treatises 

have never had, as a whole, a critical edition. An important part of his works has been 

transmitted only in Latin, Arabic and vary rarely Hebrew translations; moreover, most of his 

original manuscripts, and especially the philosophical treatises, perished in fire in 191 at the 

Temple ofPeace where he had paradoxically deposited them for safekeeping. 

Galen's works fall into three main categories: medical, philosophical and philological. His 

medical writings encompass nearly every aspect of medical theory and practise in his era. In 

addition, he reports his own important advances in anatomy, physiology and therapeutics9
. 

Fundamental to Galen's knowledge was Hippocratic medicine; he revived the methods 

favoured by Hippocrates, and in particularly he believed in the healing power of nature as 

well. He recommended specific diets and ran his own pharmacy, stocked with medicines 

made from animal and vegetables extracts. Galen catalogued countless remedies including 

how each was made and the correct doses to be given. He believed that, depending on the 

dose taken, every medicine was capable to having a slight, strong, harmful, or even fatal, 

effect on the patient. Proper medicinal dosing is still a crucial aspect of modem medicine 

that was started by Galen nearly two thousand years ago. 

9 Pearcy 1985. 
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Drugs developed by Galen were made from herbs that he collected from all over the world; 

they were classified by their properties-heating, cooling, drying, or moistening-and not 

surprisingly he mentions the silphium plant quite frequently in his works even if it seems 

reasonable to think that at his time the sapling was already extinct, and perhaps Galen refers 

to another plant which was known with the same name but actually did not grow in Libya 

and was not as effective as the silphium plant itself. 

First of all, we can see some brief mentions of the shrub that say how helpful it was 

generally considered to be. In the work entitled In Hippocratis de victu acutorum 

commentaria IV Gal en says: 

ft criA.cptov ft 6rcoc; ft Ka'UA.oc; ft &A.A.a 6K6cra 'totO'U'tO'tpmta 

~eyaA.ac; O'Uva~tac; ioiac; £xov'ta 

Silphium, its juice, its root or other similar substances with 

remarkable properties ... (Book 2,34) 

And in another passage: 

Ka'ta ~epoc; OE 'tfjCj oA. 11Cj ·i)creroc; it apxit 'tOO V icrx'Upexv o\>vaJ..lt V 

EXOV'trov crt 'ttrov 6vo~acr'tt ~£~ V1l'tat, <KP£1lq>ayi 11<;> 'tE Kat 

<crKop6orov> Kat <crtA.q>to'U> Kat <orcoib Kat <Ka'UA.oib, 

01lAOVO'tt 'tOU crtA.q>tO'U' Kat yap oA.ov 'tO <crtA.q>toV> icrx'Upav 

EX£t o\>va~tv Kat Ka'ta ~epoc; 6 <orcoc;> aU'tOU Kat 6 

<Ka'UA.6c;>. 
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... These are some foods which have significant properties: meat, 

garlic, silphium and its juice and root as well. Indeed, the whole 

plant has got notable qualities, and especially its juice and 

root... (book 2, 34) 

In another work entitled De simplicium medicamentorum temperamentis ac 

facultatibus libri XI he presents a general introduction of the sapling and 

some of its properties, and in book 8, chapter 16, which is actually devoted 

to this plant, he says: 

The juice of silphium warms up, and so do its leaves, the juice of the 

stalk and the root. All of these parts cause flatulence, and at the same 

time, they are difficult to cook; however, if they are applied for 

external use, they are quite useful for the body, and the most efficient 

part is without any doubt the juice. It is widely believed that it can 

weaken and loose the excrescences because of its warm temperature. 

Besides these general mentions of the shrub and some of its features, in other passages of his 

works Galen refers to more specific cases in which the plant can be used as a valid remedy 

against different healthy problems. 

The first thing we can consider is him insisting on the utility of the shrub in case of 

sciatica10
. In fact in the book called De compositione medicamentorum secundum locos 

libri X he refers to this property several times, and in book 10, when he says: 

10 See also Dioscorides, De materia medica 3,94 
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yap Kat 9£p)laVttKrotat6v EO''Ct 'CO <pap)laKOV aypio-u 

mnavo-u 0'1tEp)la, O'UV 'COU'Cq> OE aiA.<ptoV Kat Oa<pVtO£S, £ita 

to a<pp6vt -tpov 

Indeed, the seed of wild rue mixed with silphium and berries of 

laurel, and saltpetre as well, is considered a very valid remedy, 

which actually warms up incredibly. 

Plus, in the same book of the same work he mentions again this very useful medicament 

against sciatica and the silphium plant is in it once more. Indeed he says: 

... Seeds of wild rue, silphium, berries of laurel ... 

And the identical medicament is repeated later on in the same book: 

... Silphium, seeds of wild rue and well cleaned berries oflaurel... 

And over again: 

... Silphium, wild dry rue, dry berries oflaurel, saltpetre ... 

Finally, the plant is mentioned another time with regard to this property in 

the book entitled De compositione medicamentorum per genera libri VII 

where Gal en in book 7 reports the same combination of ingredients: 

... Seeds of wild rue, silphium, berries of laurel, saltpetre ... 
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In the same work, but in book 1, Gal en also mentions the useful application of silphium when 

the diaphragm is in pain, quoting what has been already said and suggested by Hippocrates: 

Ka8anep 'JnnoKpa~~~ 

Ev 'tql nept ~hat t~c; 6!;erov Eq>~ Ka~a 'tfJVOE tt1v ·f\cn v· ftv o' 

uno q>peva~ n ~0 cXA"(~J.W, E~ OE ~t1v KA~ioa Jltl cr~J.Lilvn, 

J.LalvSacrcretv XPtl -rt1v Kotlvi~v ft J.Lelvavt £/vlve~6pq> ft ne1tlvtq>, 

JlEAaVt J.LEv oaUKOV ft crecrEAt ft KUJ.Lt vov ft &vtcrov ft cXAAO tt 

~&v EUrooerov J.Ltayov~a. 1tenlvtq> oe 01tOV crtlvcpto'O. 

Hippocrates in the book De victus ratione in morbis acutis says: 

"If the pain is under the diaphragm, use either black hellebore or 

peplium, carrots with hellebore or seseli, cumin, aniseed or any 

other flavouring, peplium or juice of silphium'. 

But this is not the only passage where Galen quotes the silphium plant with regard to its 

utility if the diaphragm is in pain. Indeed, in another work entitled In Hippocratis de victu 

acutorum comment aria IV, and specifically in book 2,11, when he actually reports again 

what Hippocrates had already said about this particular pain 11
, he repeats: 

"Hv oe 'i>1to q>peva~ n ~o &lvy~J.La, £~ 
oe 'ttlV KArttoa Jltl cr~J.Laivn. J.LatvSacrcretv XPft 'tftV KOtAt~V ft 

J.!Etvavt £A.A.e~6pq> ft nenlvtq>, JlEAavt JlEv oauKov ft a£crelvt ft 

KUJ.Ltvov ft &vtcrov ft &!vivo ~t ~&v ei>rooerov J.Ltcryovta, 1tE1tAiq>of: 

01tOV crttvq>tO'O' atap Kat J.Lt<l"(OJ.LEVa UAAfJAOtcrtV OJ.LOt6'tp01ta 

11 Hippocrates, De dieta in morbis acutis 25,3 
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If the inferior part of the diaphragm is in pain, but no the clavicle, 

it is necessary to soften the stomach either with some black 

hellebore or peplium; and if you use the hellebore, mix it either 

with carrots, seseli, cumin, aniseed or any other odorous herb, but 

if you use the peplium, it is better if you mix it with some silphium; 

however, you can gain the same useful effects if you mix all of 

these substances. 

And quoting Hippocrates again, Galen refers to the properties and effects of silphium on the 

intestine. It was widely believed that the plant was difficult to be digested and that is what 

Galen says in book 4,86 of the work In Hippocratis de victu acutorum commentaria IV: 

1:tA<j>tOV OE KCX\ 01t6~· f<1'tt J.!Ev 

oiat J.ltXAt<1'tCX, 'tOt~ o' U1tEtpot~ o-b OtEPXE'tCXt 11 KotAlT\, <aA.A.a 

KCXAEt'tCXt ~T\Ptl xoA.EpT\> . 

. . . Both the root and the juice of silphium do not easily go down to 

the intestine. Actually, this is a sort of disease and it is called arida 

cholera ... 

. . . It is believed that both the root and the juice of silphium cause a 

dry cholera ... 
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£U011AOV ouv, o·tt 7tV£VI!a <pucr&oe~ a9poit;e.tat Kata 'tftV 

KOtAtav EK tf\~ tOV cnA.<ptO'U 7tpo~<popa~· EO'tt OE optiJ.U Kat 

It is clear that the air that produces flatulence is accumulated in the 

abdomen by eating silphium, and it is pungent and burning ... 

tot~ to crl.A.<pwv &J..La tc$ tupc$ 1tA.£ov 7tpocre.veyKaJ..L£vot~ 11 

~oel.ot~ Kp£aat v· 11 yap EK to.U crtA.<ptou yevvro1J.Ev11 <pvaa tot~ 

EJ..L7tA.acrttKotc; Kat ~paou7t6potc; f.o£cr11acrt J..Ltx9Ctcra J..LEvet 

Kata tf}v yacrt£pa 11ft otel;epxoJ..LEV11 . 

. . . It is said that what is generally called arida cholera is 

principally caused by eating silphium mixed with a big portion of 

cheese or meat of ox. Also, the air generated in the stomach by 

eating silphium mixed with other sticky foods which are difficult to 

digest as well, does not stop in the stomach. 

However, at the same time, the silphium plant happens to be useful in case of colic 12
, and in 

general if the stomach is irritated 13
. 

In addition, it may be interesting to give details about some of its other fascinating uses. For 

example, it could be used if curd or hull's blood has been swallowed. Galen talks about this 

specific usage in the work entitled De antidotis libri 11, and precisely in book 2: 

12 Galen, De composizione medicamentorom per genera libri VII, book 12. 
13 Galen, In Hippocratis librom VI epidemiarom commentarii VI, book 5,24. 
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(ho6vat o£ XPft K<Xl 1t11't'UaV Ilea' UO<X'tO~ KP11V<XtO'U 1\ O'tA

q>tO'U K<Xl eeiou 'tO tO'OV A.eav8ev't<X llE't' O~'UKptX'tO'U Ot06vat 

1tt VE\V . 

. . . To counteract curd in the stomach: a portion of vinegar is useful. 

It is also necessary to give the patient some curd with tap water 

and let him drink silphium with same quantity of sulphur in 

powder and water and vinegar. 

Tot~ o£ 'taupetov at11a 1ttOUO'l 

O''Uil<J>fpet 0~0~ eepllOV Ot06vat 1tt VE\V' K<Xt &vayKa~etv EllElV' 

1\ O'tAq>tO'U o~oA.ov, 1\ lllll00~6A.tov, 1\ Vt'tpou Otro~oA.ov, OtEV't<X~ 

otv(!> Oto6vat 1ttvetv, 1\ f.ptve&v K<Xp1tOV 'tphJf<X~ llE't' o~ou~ 

oioou . 

.. . To counteract hull's blood in the stomach: it seems effective to 

give the patient hot vinegar and let him throw up or let him drink 

either silphium, nitre mixed with wine, or unripe fig minced with 

vmegar. 

Further Gal en refers to the application of the plant when the ears are in pain: 

In truth, when the ears are in pain, silphium boiled with oil seems a 

good remedy (De simplicium medicamentorum temperamentis ac 

facultatinus libri IX, book 9, 49). 
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He faces the same matter in the work De compositione medicamentorum secundum locos 

libri X, when in book 3, exactly referring to the ears in pain, he says: 

Silphium with some oil of roses is particularly helpful. 

In conclusion, I would like to give an account of the utility of the shrub in dental problems. 

Galen suggests using it when the teeth are decayed: 

Apply in the decayed teeth either the juice of silphium or its root 

(De compositione medicamentorum secundum locos libri X. book 

5) . 

. . . In case of ulcers, some diluted juice of silphium is used ... (De 

compositione medicamentorum secundum locos libri X. book 6). 

Certainly, these are not the only references to the plant in Galen's works; however, it seemed 

reasonable to report only the most significant citations by underlining how much he follows 

Hippocrates sometimes, even though he often gives us more details about some properties or 

effects ofthis sapling never mentioned before. Aside from some original prescriptions, which 

seem absurd if we analyse them with current methods, we can find in Galen's works 

references to the drying effect of the silphium plant, and they seem to confirm what 

Hippocrates already said. Indeed, Galen mentions a disease, called arida cholera, that was 

mostly caused by eating silphium, and especially its root or juice. 
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Galen's works in many ways came to symbolise Greek medicine to the medical schools of 

Europe and Middle East for the next fifteen centuries 14
. He achieved notoriety during his 

lifetime, and his ideas and writings lived on for about 1 ,400 years after his death. Indeed, his 

theories remained prominent until the Renaissance when his works were re-examined and 

studied more carefully. Despite new developments and understanding of the body, Galenic 

practices and remedies lived on for some time because, even if the concepts behind the 

treatments had been proven wrong or partially inaccurate, the physicians still believed that 

Galen's methods were effective 15
. And while Galen's practices were eventually overturned 

and replaced with more modern therapies, his influence on medicine was still crucial. 'The 

progress Galen made in his lifetime was astonishing, especially because he managed to 

influence medicine and philosophy simultaneously in dramatic waysd6
. 

14 El-Gammal 1998. 
15 Temkin 1973. 
16 Temkin 1973. 
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2. 1 c) Other mentions and information about the application of the plant in medicine 

It seems fair to say that there was no doubt in the ancient world about the powerful 

properties of the silphium plant in medicine. Two ofthe most important and best-known 

physicians and experts in medical science, Hippocrates and Galen, mention the plant 

and its qualities quite frequently in their own works; they often agree, and at the same 

time, both of them add different information. Before ending thi section, devoted to the 

analysis of the application of silphium in medicine, I would like to take into account 

what another important Greek author had to say. 

T am referring to Nicander1
, physician2

, poet and grammarian, who lived in the second 

century BC. He was born at Claros, near the Ionian city of Colophon, where his family 

held the hereditary priesthood of Apollo and he served as a priest of this God. He lived 

and flourished in the court of Attalus Ill, son of Eumenes II and last king of Pergamum, 

whose reign can be placed between 133 and 138 BC. 

He wrote a number of works both in prose and verse, of which only two are preserved. 

The longest, Theriaca, is a poem in 958 hexameters addressed to one of his friend, 

named Hermesianax. It concerns the bites of poisonous insects, snakes and wild 

animals, the effects of their poisons and the proper remedies against them, and he 

mentions approximately 125 species of plants. The information gathered in this work 

can be divided into three main categories: the physical and ethological description of the 

venomous animals, the symptoms of their bites and stings, and finally the remedies for 

. . 3 
pmsonmg· . 

1 General information about Nicander' s life and his works are mostly taken from Monaco 1991. 
2 Nicander is generally believed a physician; however see OCD: 'The Suda entry on Nicander (v.374) 
makes him a grammarian, poet and physician, the last falsely adduced from his ersatz medical poems, or 
from Nicander's versifYing of the pseudo-Hippocratic Prognostic'. 
3 Moleiro 2004. 
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The other work, Alexipharmaca, consists of 630 hexameters treating of about twenty 

oral poisons and their antidotes based on plants, animals and minerals4
. 

Both of these works are verse versions of the opus On poisonous animals written by 

Apollodorus of Alexandria, a physician, zoologist and toxicologist who lived 

approximately at the beginning of the third century BC5
. 'Nicander gives priority to 

what he considers good verse over faithfulness to his source, with consequent loss of 

accuracy. His works, as Plutarch says6
, have nothing poetical about them except the 

metre, and the style is bombastic and obscure; however, they contain some interesting 

information as to ancient belief on the subjects treated'. His works are especially a 

fundamental document for natural sciences, and specifically in this paper, they turn out 

quite helpful because of their rich references to botany. 

In particular, analysing some passages of these works, we can easily find some 

references to the silphium plant. For example, Nicander quotes the sapling as a good 

remedy against the hot and harmful doom that snakes bring7
. More generally, he 

mentions the shrub in Theriaca as a cure against deadly banes of male vipers, wounds 

of scorpion, bites of poisonous spiders, stabs of female viper, and over again, in 

opposition to strokes of scorpion, buzzers, bees, woodlouses, wasps, centipedes, 

shrewmice, seps, salamanders, morays, stings, rays and sea-snakes8
. T include here some 

examples: 

&'Al.: 6n6ta.v x,pe.uo ae. Ka.te.~mx~n ~oy£ovta., 

ai'Aqnov i\ atpoq>a'At yya. ne.ptsi'tpow ya'Aa.Ktoc; 

4 Moleiro 2004. 
5 0CD. 
6 Plut., De audiens poetis 16. 
7 Nicander, Theriaca v.85. 
8 See also Galen, De antidotis libri /I book 2. 
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When the necessity comes upon you in anguish, rub a desiccated 

beast with a grater as it was frail silphium or a round cheese made 

with dry milk, and add some wine (v. 697) . 

. . . And use some trefoil and gum-resin (of silphium) of the weight 

of three obols (v. 907) . 

. . . And use horn-shaped tyme, often fennel too, or pluck some 

cypress and add anise and Libyan roots to a drink (v.909). 

In the Alexipharmaca then, Nicander makes a list of the poisons traceable in nature and he 

opposes to each of them an antidote that is essentially based on plants. In fact, when he 

talks about the effects of hemlock he suggests to use against it the bitter juice of silphium 

or the plant drenched with gleaming oil9
; and later on in the work, discussing about the 

wormwood he mentions the silphium plant as a powerful antidote against that poison: 

11 6oeA.ov Kv,a-tftpt Ka.-ta.-tphva.w x.a.pa.K-tl!> 

O'lA<ptou, UAAO'CE o' taov a1tO'tJlTtSEt<X~ 01t0t0' 

Grate with a toothed grater an obol of silphium or use the same 

quantity of its juice (v. 309). 

9 Nicander, Alexipharmaca 202-204 
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The last two mentions of the shrub we can observe in this work deal with a matter I have 

already examined in the chapter devoted to Galen. In the first case, Nicander remembers 

the utility of the sapling if someone happens to drink blood of bull: 

If someone tastes fresh blood of bull ... give him a litra of 

silphium with equal part of its juice (v. 329). 

This quote is also interesting for the out of the ordinary adjective crtA.qn6et~-ecrcra-ev, 

apparently never used either before Nicander or later on in the Greek literature. 

The second case analysed by Nicander is when the curd goes down to the stomach and 

causes suffocation; in this situation he suggests: 

Grate into a drink some roots of silphium coming from Libya, or 

else its juice (v.368-369). 

All things considered, I think that with this section I added some data to the information 

given by Hippocrates and Galen about the uses of the silphium plant in the Greek ancient 

medicine. This cannot be considered a fully exhaustive work since there are certainly other 

quotations of the medical properties of the shrub in other Greek authors, perhaps less famous, 

who talk either explicitly or implicitly about medicine10
. However, it is probably fair to 

consider it a quite complete analysis of the applications, at least the most famous and 

appreciated, of silphium, so that we can have a valid general idea about its supposed utility in 

the past. 

10 See for example: Archigenes, Fragmenta;Philumenus, De venenatis anima/ibus eommque remedies
Erasistratus, Testimonia et fragmenta;Paulus, Epitomae medicae libri septem; Erotianus, Vocum 
Hippocraticum collection;Aetius, latricorum;Aretaeus, De curatione acuton1m morborum lbri duo
Oribasius, Co//ectiones medicae/ Eclogae medicametoruml Synopsis ad Eustathium filiuml Libri ad 
Eunapium;Palladius, Commentarii in Hippocratis /ibrum sextum de morbis popularibus;Alexander, De 
febris/ Therapautica;Thessalus, De virtutibus herbarum. 
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2. I d) Comparison with the information given by Latin authors about the application of 

the plant in medicine 

Ancient Romans, like ancient Greeks and ancient Egyptians, made a huge input into 

medicine and health. Roman medicine 1 was a mixture of new theories and developments 

of Greek practices; indeed, the Romans learned a great deal from the Ancient Greeks; 

they used their ideas but they did not simply copy them. 

In the early years of the Roman Empire there were no people in what would be a 

separate medical profession. It was believed that each head of the household knew 

enough about herbal cures and medicine to treat illnesses in his family. In other words, 

Ancient Roman medicine was based on individual choices; it was a sort of homely 

medicine confiding in the wisdom and knowledge of the paterfamilias and every single 

member of the family. However, the therapeutic choices ofRomans were supported by a 

secular tradition, perhaps full of superstition and magic belief, but at the same time 

corroborated by a careful empirical observation of causes and effects2
. 

Real doctors started coming to Rome quite late, around third century BC, and they were 

mostly from other countries, and especially Greeks. In truth, as the Roman Empire 

expanded into Greece, many Greek doctors came to Italy, and in particular to Rome. 

Some of these were prisoners of war and could be bought by wealthy people to work in 

their household. After 200 BC, more Greek doctors arrived in Rome but their success at 

the expense of Romans did generate some mistrust and their therapies were seen with 

suspicion. However, many Greek physicians had the support of the emperors and the 

best-known doctors were highly popular with the Roman public. Tt was under Julius 

1 General information are taken from Monaco 1994. 
2 Paoli 1958. 
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Caesar, in the first century BC, that the Greek doctors gained Roman citizenship and 

people started appreciating and trusting them more and more. 

Roman interest in botanic medicine is quite ancient. The Romans knew many remedies 

based on plants and herbs with which they made different medicaments. Evidence about 

what we could call scientia herbarum comes from several well-known Latin authors, 

such as Marcus Porcius Cato, Celsus, Pliny the Elder and Scribonius Largus. 

As I have already mentioned in one of the previous chapters3
, Pliny certainly attributes 

miraculous properties to some herbs and he definitely refers to the silphium plant and its 

medical qualities in his Natura/is Historia, and especially in the chapters 12,27. Without 

any doubt, Pliny is inspired by previous sources, and that is why we basically find in his 

work that all of the information is derived from other ancient works. 

However, the fact that he specifies the different properties of each part of the sapling, is 

quite interesting4
: 

... The leaves of silphium are used to clean the womb and expel 

the dead foetus ... The root is useful when the trachea burns and it 

can be successfully spread on haematoma; however, if it is mixed 

with some food, it is difficult to digest and causes flatulence. It is 

also harmful to the urine whereas is extremely helpful mixed 

with wine and oil, in case of bruises, and it turns out useful 

against scrofula if combined with wax ... (20,100). 

3 See section Comparison with the description of the plant made by Pliny. 
4 The following translations are made by myself. 
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... The juice warms up and attenuates the tendon in pain. It has 

mixed with wine and given to women to provoke the period. It is 

useful for removing callouses on the feet as well ... (20, 101 ). 

Generally, it seems that the efficacy of silphium improves if it is mixed with other 

substances, and in particular oil, flour of barley, dry figs, rue, honey, mistletoe, 

pomegranate, nitre, wine, saffron, pepper and dung of mouse. Moreover, Pliny insists 

on the effectiveness of the sapling when added to cauliflower5 and he quotes what Cato6 

said too: 

Cato takes into account the properties of all the different kinds of 

cauliflower. It is good against headache, vision-problems, if the 

stomach and the intestine are in pain, and it has to be taken in the 

morning with vinegar and honey, coriander, rue, mint and root of 

silphium (20,80) . 

. . . The powder extracted from cauliflower with laser and vinegar 

can be used as a depilatory cream ... (20,90) . 

. . . Epicharmus claims that against the bite of a dog with rabies it 

is useful to apply cauliflower on the wound, better if with laser 

and vinegar. .. (20,94). 

5 See also Quintus Gargilius Martialis, Med Ex oler. et pom. 30 
6 Cato, De re rustica 157, 7: And if there is dark bile and the spleen is belly and the hearth, the liver, the 
intestine or the lungs are in pain as well, grate some silphium on cauliflower ... 
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Pliny also lists other utilizations of the plant in medicine and, like Galen and Nicander, 

he notes the uses of it against the bites of scorpions, snakes or other venomous animals 

as well as the utility of the shrub if blood of bull or curd are swallowed. However, he 

seems to be in contrast with Galen as for the application of silphium when teeth are in 

pam: 

I do not agree to put silphium inside the cavity of teeth in pain ... 

It makes bulls furious if it is spread on their nostrils, so I would 

not suggest distributing it on human body ... (20, 1 06). 

Another expert in making unguents and medicaments is Scribonius Largus7 who lived 

in Rome during the reign of Claudius (41- 54 AD). His major work is a book of 

prescriptions, called Compositiones medicamentorum, where he gathers all of the 

information he acquired during his trips around all over the world and by talking with 

local people about their tradition and knowledge in medicine. 

The silphium plant is mentioned a few times as a good remedy to cure angina and 

contusions as well as against the bites of poisonous snakes and stings of insects. 

Actually, these quotations do not add anything specific about the medical properties of 

the sapling; however, they are still quite interesting since they report the exact quantity 

of silphium to take and this is not so common in the other sources8
. In general, it would 

appear that only a small amount of the shrub is used, either scripula or denarii9
, perhaps 

because it was such a precious and quite rare sapling that should not be wasted~ 

likewise, it is probably fair to think that even a small quantity of silphium could have 

strong effects. 

7 General information about Scribonius Largus are mostly taken from Conte 1989. 
8 See also Galen, De compositione medicamentomm per genera /ibri VII and Marcellus Empiricus, De 
medicamentis. 
9 Small units of measurement respectively equivalent to about g. 1.3 and g. 3.40. 
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Among the Latin authors then, I cannot ignore Aulus Comelius Celsus 10
. He was one of 

the most important encyclopaedists, and not specifically doctor11
, of the Ancient Roman 

period, and precisely he flourished in first century AD. His famous treatise, entitled De 

artibus, touched on many subjects including rhetoric, philosophy, history, law, military 

art, zoology and agriculture, besides the last book dealing with medicine, which is the 

only that survives. De medicina is a vast source of knowledge of early medicine and 

leaves behind a clear picture of this art during that era, combining together both the 

empirical approach and the rational one12
. The opus is written in a clear, elegant, 

pleasant and impressive style and that is why Celsus was called medicorum Cicero. The 

work consists of three sections: dietetics, pharmacology and surgery; therefore, the 

three parts of the book discuss diseases requiring diet, drug and surgical therapy. 

Celsus seems to follow quite frequently the Hippocratic ideas as for the medicinal uses 

of the silphium plant; for example he definitely tracks the Greek doctor when he 

discusses about the utility of the shrub in case of quartan ague 13
: 

It is helpful in case of quartan ague to change food some time; to 

drink wine instead of water and water instead of wine; to eat 

delicate foods instead of pungent substances and vice versa; to 

eat some roots to vomit and clean the stomach with chicken 

soup ... It seems useful to drink before the start of the disease, 

either two cups of vinegar, one cup of mustard with three cups of 

10 General information about Celsus are mostly taken from Conte 1989. 
11 See also OCD: ' ... Some have doubted that he was a doctor himself but understanding of highly 
trchnical details of medical practice, especially in surgery, where he refers more than once to his 
experience, militates against it. ·. 
12 Ludwig 1967. 
13 See also Pliny, De medicina, 3, 15. Quartan ague perhaps stands for malaria; 'Fever characterised by a 
paroxysm every fourth day'. 
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G k l . f /4 ree sa ty wme, or a mixture o pepper, castoreum , 

laserpitium, myrrh and water (3,12,2). 

The fact is that Celsus refers quite often to the silphium plant in his work, however, I 

am not reporting all of the passages since he basically repeats what other authors said 

and I have already analysed these cases. Indeed, he describes the use of the sapling if 

curd or hemlock happened to be swallowed; he tells about the utility of it in case of 

cough and if the uvula is in pain, and he informs that the shrub can be used with 

castoreum and pepper against every disease of the neck. 

However, there is another application of the silphium plant, which is quite original and 

cunous: 

In case of paralysis of the tongue ... it is necessary to gargle water 

either with thyme, hyssop or catmint. .. and it is helpful to grease 

the tongue itselfwith laserpitium (4,4,4). 

To conclude, it is worth adding that the plant turned out quite useful in 

veterinary as well. I will refer to these particular properties of the shrub 

later on in the section dealing with the other applications of the silphium 

plant. 

14 Medicinal substance extracted from the inguinal glands of beaver. 
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2. 2) THE SILP HIUM PLANT IN CUISINE 

Despite its many medical uses which I have already discussed copiously in the previous 

sections, the silphium plant was no less famous for its quite valuable cookery properties. 

In the ancient world flavours and spices were basically utilized to prepare medicaments 

and ointments, at least until the fourth century BC when the Greeks started considering 

them not only for their therapeutic qualities but also for their particular taste1
. However, 

the Greeks dealt with cuisine especially from a medical point of view; therefore, it is not 

surprising that the most important Greek work about diet was written by the doctor 

Hippocrates, since dietetics was considered a real branch of medicine. Galen himself 

wrote a book about slimming diet and the silphium plant appears among the other foods 

recommended. In section 13 of De victu attenuante he says: 

'ta 'toivuv &:rr.at..a Kat vea 1tav'ta ota 'to 7tl..fteoc; [en] tfts 

-{yyp6't'l'\'tOS i1v h' aul;av6~eva KEK'tfltat, jlEtpta 'tat<; 

O'l>VUjlEO'tV EO'ttv, we; Kat jltKp(j) 1tp6creev Etp,tat, 

Kat ota tf}v aitiav tftvoe 1to/../..a t&v cpapjlaKroo&v, £crt' &v ett 
<pi>Tltat Kat ai>l;11'tat, 1tapa1t/.. 'l'\O't<OS tote; EOEO'jlacrt v EO'Btetat, 

Ka9a1tep ot te toi> crt/..cpiou Kat oi toi> va1tuoc; Kau/..ot Kat 

1tpocrett toi>totc; 1tup£epou 'te Kat crKo/..i>jlO'l> Kat itpuyyiou Kat 

&.1../..rov jl'l>pirov, a of! Ka!..etv Eeoc; ftjltV EO''ttV &.ypta /..axava 't(j) 

jltKpov UO''tepov aU'tOOV fKaO'tOV aKave&oec; e yivecreat Kat 

11 ,ae. tote; !)ocrKftllacrw £oroot11ov i>1tapxet v. 

1 Arndt, Dalby and Saberi 1993. 
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[Let us return to where we left off in our enumeration of those 

foods which have a thinning effect on the humours within the 

body; but at the same time let us begin with a little more precision 

in our definitions]. All young succulent plants have gentleness in 

their effects due to the moisture which they acquire so long as they 

are still in the process of growing, as we mentioned above. For this 

reason many plants normally used as drugs can at this stage be 

eaten as foods: the stems of silphium and mustard, for example, 

and also of chamomile, golden thistle, and eryngo, and countless 

others of the sort commonly referred to as wild herbs, because of 

the fact that at a slightly later stage they all become like acanthus 

and are inedible even for animals2
. 

Greek cuisine, and even more Roman cuisine, was based on rich combinations of 

flavours which made the dishes particularly strong in taste3
. 

Some of the most ancient references to the use of silphium in Greek cuisine are in 

Aristophanes' comic plays. In Aves, staged in 414 BC, he mentions the silphium plant 

when the birds, captured by men, are sold and then cooked, mostly roasted, with cheese, 

oil, silphium and vinegar4
. The other mentions of the plant in the same work are simple 

quotations that do not add any particular or useful information about it5
. More 

interesting and quite curious is the reference to the shrub in another play, entitled 

Ecclesiazuse, and staged before Aves, around 392 BC: 

2 The translation is based on Singer 1997. 
3 Paoli 1998: 78-82. 
4 Aristophanes Aves 534. 
~ Aristophanes Aves 1579,1582,1585. 
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For soon there will be served 

Limpets and saltfish and sharksteak and dogfish 

And mullets and oddfish with savory pickle-sauce 

And thrushes with blackbirds and various pigeons 

And roosters and pan-roasted wagtails and larks 

And nice chunks of hare marinated in mulled wine 

And all of it drizzled with honey and silphium 

And vinegar, oil and spices galore!6 

The chorus is speaking, almost at the end of the play, and in the Greek text, this list of 

food is combined into one huge word7
, which seems to be the longest and most bizarre 

attested word in any Indo-European language8
. By looking at this list, we can easily 

observe that the sapling is considered a sort of dressing rather than a real food. 

Aside the whole plant itself, the stalk9
, and especially the juice 10

, are also mentioned in 

ancient recipes; in truth, it seems that every single part of the plant could be used as a 

tasty seasoning to add to every sort of dish. 

Another interesting citation is made by Polyaenus11 when he describes a bronze column, 

dated around the fourth century BC, on which a long list of foods and flavours is 

inscribed. The silphium plant is mentioned twice even though the large amount of it, 

indicated on the column, let us question whether it is the real precious plant from 

Cyrene or perhaps persicum laser. 

6 The translation is based on Henderson 1996. 
7 
l..ona.Oo"t£ va.x oael..a.x oya.l..eoKpa.vwl..et lJia.vooptj.l. uno"tptj.l.j.l.a."toatl..cpt ona.pa.oj.l.£At "toKpa.ta.K£X Uj.l.£VOKt 
~Ae1ttKO'UO"OUcpopO"t"t01t£ptO't£pa.I..£K"tpUOV01t"t£K£cpa.AAtOKt '"(KA01t£AetOA!l'"f(J>Oatpa.toJ3a.cpll"tP!l'"f!lV01t"t£p 
uyrov. 
8 Henderson 1996. 
9 See for example Aristophanes Equites 895. 
10 See for example Aristophanes Ecclesiazusae 404. 
11 Polyaenus, Strategemata 4,3,32. 
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In general, it is fair to say that the silphium plant was richly included in the ancient 

daily diet and it was basically used as a common herb, with a strong and pungent smell, 

very similar to the modem garlic. In the following paragraphs I will analyse some 

recipes, written by Athenaues and Apicius, which clearly show how frequently the plant 

was used in cuisine. 
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2. 2 a) Silphium in Athenaeus 

Athenaeus was a native of Naucratis in Egypt who lived in Rome between the end of 

the second and the beginning of the third century AD. The Deipnosophistes (The 

Sophists at dinner) is his only surviving work; it consists of fifteen books extremely rich 

in learned information and literary quotations. It recounts the imagined discussions at a 

series of fictional banquets attended by a various and extensive cast of prominent 

intellectuals, such as for example the physician Galen. It would appear hard to find a 

Greek work more heterogeneous both in style and subject than this opus, which could 

be considered a sourcebook for cultural history and an encyclopaedia of fragments from 

otherwise lost authors 1. In the pretence of telling a friend about a banquet at a scholar's 

house, Athenaeus discusses about a wide variety of subjects such as music, dances, 

games, and all sorts of literary issues. Thus, the work is invaluable for providing much 

information about both the Roman and Greek world in late antiquity. Much of the 

matter, however, concerns food and accessories. The reader learns about strange dishes, 

wines, menu cards, elaborate and expensive banquets, furniture of the dining-room and 

a thousand of other table matters. In this mixture of information the silphium plant is 

mentioned quite frequently. The first thing we have to consider is that Athenaeus 

underlines and insists on the importance and value of the sapling. In fact, he says2
: 

As for the preparation of bulbs, Phi lemon says: take into account 

everything is considered valuable (Ocx7tcxvt)O"cx~): cheese, honey, 

sesame, oil, onion, vinegar, silphium ... (2,67). 

1 Capps, Page et Rouse 1927: introduction (The Loeb Classical Library). 
2 The translations given from now on are based on The Loeb Classical Library edition of 
Deipnosophistes; however, I have tried to render them in a version nearer to the modern English. 
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Moreover, in another passage he mentions the plant m a emphatic way, perhaps 

referring to its several medical properties: 

... Stalk of silphium with its divine radiance ... (14,7). 

However, in my opinion, the author with the word oa.1ta.vf,aa.c; means something 

valuable in the sense of useful in cuisine, something that everybody should always have 

at home. And indeed, it is included in a list of kitchen tools: 

... Plates, beet, silphium, pans, lamps, coriander, omon, salt, 

olive-oil, bowl. .. ( 4,68). 

And in another passage, Athenaeus is simply making a list of essential foods, and he 

mentions the shrub again: 

... Bulbs, cauliflowers, silphium, vinegar. .. (2,7). 

This explanation can find a proof in another reference to the plant when Sophon of 

Acarnania and Damoxenus of Rhodes include silphium in the list of banal seasoning, 

maybe because it was too common while the nouvelle cuisine needed something more 

original to put in its recipes3
; they allude to the shrub and mention it with all of the 

other foods otherwise considered valuable in book 2: 

3 See also Plaute Pseudo/us, 810-816. 
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... Old and banal seasonmgs such as cumm, vmegar, silphium, 

cheese, coriander. .. (9,68). 

It might be possible to think Atheneus is referring to the Persian plant which was 

without any doubt less valuable than silphium. Moreover, he does not mention the 

scarcity of the sapling, and does not allude to the two different kinds of plants. Hence, I 

suppose Atheneus actually knew only the Persian plant, or at least he refers to that 

when he talks about silphium, perhaps because the Cyrenaic shrub was extinct in his 

time. 

By looking at his work, it is clear that the silphium plant was believed a seasoning and 

not anything to eat by itself In fact, it is included in a list of flavours made by 

Antiphanes: 

And these are the seasorungs listed by Antiphanes: ratsm, salt, 

must, silphium, cheese, thyme, sesame, soda, cumin, pomegranate, 

honey, oregano, herbs, spices, capers, eggs, stockfish, cress, 

leaves, juice (2, 77). 

And a list of seasonings is written by Alexis as well: 

Alexis has made his own list of seasonings as follows: ... sesame 

seeds ... fennel, anise, mustard, trunk of silphium, dry coriander, 

sumach, cumin, capers, oregano, onion, garlic, thyme, sage, must, 

seseli, rue ... ( 4,69). 
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Another evidence that the silphium plant was used in cuisine as a seasoning and not as 

a complete food, neither a starter nor a side, could be what is said in book 2,64: 

Heracles refuses to eat bulbs in Eubulus' Amaltheia and he says: 

... neither the cauliflower, silphium, sacrilegious or bitter sauces 

can replete me. 

Atheneus also mentions several recipes4 in his works and the silphium plant seems a 

quite consistent ingredient, especially to season fishes. I will not report all of them 

since they usually only quote the plant without giving any particular detail of it. 

However, I intend to describe one of the most popular Greek dishes, Myma, and the 

shrub is indeed one of its indispensable ingredients. Atheneus quotes the complete 

recipe as given by Epainetus in his Art of cookery: 

A myma is made by every kind of meat or fowl; it should be 

prepared by cutting the tender parts of the meat into small pieces 

and by mashing the viscera, intestine and blood, and by spicing 

with vinegar, toasted cheese, silphium, cumin, fresh and dry 

thyme, savory, fresh and dry coriander, onion and common 

peeled onion, poppy-head and raisin, honey and pips of acid 

pomegranate (14,82). 

To some extent, the focus on food in Deipnosophistes is also a reason for including the 

work with symposiastic literature5
. Some sort of evidence of that, could be found in 

4 See for example 1,50;3, 48;3,58;3,86;4,69;7, 124. 
5 Capps, Page et Rouse 1927: introduction (The Loeb Classical Library). 
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book 3 where Archestratus describes the second part of dinner, which is what the 

Greeks called Symposium: 

Therefore Archestratus, expert in cooking, is speaking about 

cuisine, and especially he describes the second part of dinner, 

when people have toasts and use odorous fragrances: At a banquet, 

put always every sort of crown around your head, wherewith the 

happy ground of the earth flourishes again and adorn your hair 

with fragrances and put myrrh, frankincense and odorous oils all 

the day over the ash. And this delicacy is for you drinking wine: 

belly of pig and vulva of sow boiled in cumin, bitter vinegar, 

silphium and every sort of seasonal roasted birds (3,59). 

To sum up, it is reasonable to say that the plant was widely used in ancient cuisine as one 

of the most necessary and useful seasonings; however, we must remember that Athenaeus 

is writing in the third century AD when silphium was surely already extinct. Thus, he 

himself cannot know the shrub in person even if it is fair to suspect that it was still quite 

famous at his time even if it could not be used any more. He only reports opinions and 

data collected from other people, perhaps to add precious and beneficial information to 

his valuable work. 
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2. 2 b) Comparison with the information given by Apicius in 'De re coquinaria' 

The silphium plant was a common ingredient, quite important for the daily cookery in 

Roman cuisine as well. Moreover, it is also true that Greek cuisine and Roman cuisine 

were very similar to each other since they were basically founded on agricultural 

products growing approximately in the same area with similar weather conditions. In 

Latin literature, we do not find many fanatics of cuisine and only a few authors talk 

about gastronomy, such as for example, Cato, Varro and Columella. The most famous 

work dealing with cuisine is without any doubt De re coquinaria by Apicius 1, which 

consists of ten books in which the author describes every kind of wine, sauce, meat, 

vegetable, legume, fish, bird, and provides us with a large amount of recipes, more or 

less detailed and sophisticated. Among the five hundred recipes described in the work, 

the silphium plant appears in seventy-seven of them; by looking at the opus, it would 

come out that the sapling was used in three different ways: 

l- its dry root (laseris radix), either cut into small pieces or ground 

2- a mixture made with its juice and flour (laserpicium or simply laser) 

3- its gum-resin (laser vivum). 

That seems to suggest that every part of the plant had got different culinary properties; 

the root was surely easier to find and perhaps cheaper, since it is mentioned in most of 

the recipes; however, it was generally considered inferior compared with the other 

components. Sometimes in the same recipe the sapling is also cited more than once with 

regard to its different parts and the two kinds of it, the Cyrenaic and the Persian, which 

apparently had the same qualities in cuisine. However, there was a consistent difference 

1 His real name seems to be simply Marcus Gavius; it would appear that the cognomen Apicius was added 
to him in regard to his love for food, since that was the name of a notorious gourmet lived in the second 
century BC (Carazzali 2003). 
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between these two varieties: the juice of the Cyrenaic sapling had indeed a very strong 

and pungent smell, and it was definitely more pleasing than the other kind. 

Apicius does not give us the exact doses of silphium to use in the recipes, apart from 

two of them when he mentions six scripulae of the root, which are approximately seven 

grams, therefore a quite small amount of it. Moreover, some broad information are 

included in a few recipes when he uses the words modice or modicum. In any case, he 

seems to suggest not abusing it, and especially because of its strong and pungent smell 

aside the fact that it was quite rare and precious2
. 

I do not find extremely helpful to report all of the recipes with the silphium plant 

included in De re coquinaria, since the shrub is just mentioned as a common ingredient, 

a seasoning which could be used either with meat, fish or vegetable; I will select and 

report only a few of them, as I did for Atheneus in the previous section. In particular I 

would like to point out an interesting word which seems to appear only in this work; I 

am referring to the adjective laseratus-a-um meaning a sauce whose main ingredient is 

laser itself3, and was used to flavour several dishes. First of all, I want to report the 

recipe for this sauce found in book 1,164
: 

Laseratum: melt some Cyrenaic or Parthian laser with tepid 

water and vinegar and add it either to garum, pepper, parsley, dry 

mint, root of laser or honey. 

This sauce is mentioned other few times in the opus as a tasty seasoning to add to some 

dishes: 

2 See the chapter about medicine for the same statement. 
3 See also the similar word crEcrt/...<ptm~i:vov in Atheneus, Deipnosophistes 4, 28. 
4 For the translation of the passages I have decided to select and mention in this paper, I am following 
different editions but mostly ed. Tascabili Bompiani (Giulia Carazzoli 2003). 
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Pollum lasaratum: clean the chicken, wash it and put it in a pot 

from Cumae. Mince together: pepper, ligusticum5
, laser vivum; 

temper it with garum and add wine; pour this mixture over the 

chicken. Once it will be cooked, flavour it with pepper and serve 

it (book 4,9). 

Porcellum lasaratum: mince pepper, ligusticum and thistle all 

together in a mortar; add a pinch of cumin, laser vivum, root of 

laser and stir; pour over it vinegar and add pine seeds, dates form 

Caria, honey, vinegar, garum and creamy mustard. Stir 

everything all together with fine oil (excerptum 25). 

Aedum lasaratum: Clean carefully the viscera of a kid; stuff with 

pepper, garum, laser and oil; put it in the oven and prepare the 

sauce made with rue and berries of laurel. Once the kid is ready, 

let it dry and pour the sauce on it ( excerptum 28). 

To conclude, it is clear that the silphium plant was used in Roman cuisine6 as well as in 

Greek cuisine; it was basically considered a seasoning and it could be utilized to make 

sauces or simply to flavour different kinds of dishes, either meat or fish. It is quite 

probable that Apicius, differently from Athenaeus, knew and saw the plant in person 

since he was born around 25 BC and lived in a time where the sapling was still on sale. 

He gives us a precious evidence of the application of silphium in cuisine by including it 

in his work which is basically a simple list of ingredients and recipes. 'The style of the 

work is lacking in any rhetoric and formal elegance; the ingredients are enumerated 

s Shrub belonging to the family of umbelliferae with a pungent taste and warm nature. 
6 Besides Apicius, see for example Columella, De agri cultura 12,59 and Pliny, Natura/is Historia 19,43. 
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with punctilious essentiality and the language is often dull'7; he really does not furnish 

particular and new information about the plant itself but his work is still helpful to be 

aware of the fame of the shrub and its essential utility in cuisine. 

7 Gian Biagio Conte 1989: 309. 
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2.3) OTHER APPLICATIONS OF THE SILPHIUM PLANT 

I would like to conclude this chapter by talking about some applications of the sapling 

which I have not taken into account until now. However, since I did not find in the 

Greek works I decided to analyse, any reference to the applications of silphium in other 

fields different than medicine or cuisine, in this section I am reporting what I did learn 

by looking at some Latin texts since I consider it helpful to have a complete idea about 

the plant and reconstruct its real utility over the years. Indeed, the uses of the sapling 

were not limited to the areas of medicine and cookery, although other applications are 

certainly less supported by documents. 

First of all, as I have anticipated in the chapter dealing with medicine, the silphium plant 

seems to have beneficial effects towards animals as well. For instance, according to 

Columella, the root of this shrub was a very efficient remedy if the eyes of oxen were in 

pain 1, and Vegetius mentions the sapling several time in his Mulomedicina2 in reference 

to the different properties that the shrub has got in veterinary. Nevertheless, this author 

wrote his opus at the end of the fourth century AD when the silphium plant was without 

any doubt already extinct so that we cannot really take into account the information he 

gives us and think of that as fully reliable. Possibly, Vegetius is referring to some old 

beliefs which attracted his attention, and that is why he wanted to report them, even 

though some of the information included in them could not be considered valid 

anymore. 

Aside this use, a few ancient sources mention also the application of the plant in 

agriculture. I am referring to the two works written by Cato and Columella, respectively 

entitled De agri cultura and De re rustica. 

1 Columella, De re rustica 4,17, 7 
2 See for example 1,10,4; 2,28-48-79-96-97-99-111-124-129-131; 4,22. 
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Marcus Porcius Cato3 was born in 234 BC in Tusculum, near Rome, where his father 

owned a farm. As he himself claims, he 'spent all his boyhood in frugality, privation 

and hard work, digging and planting' 4 and that is why we can consider his work quite 

trustworthy since it is based on his own experience and knowledge. 'He put down what 

he knew, as it came to his mind, as if he were giving advice or instructions verbally: the 

choice of a farm, the staffing and equipping of it, the use of land, the work that must be 

planned through the year, the essential religious rites, the terms of trade for building 

work and for various tasks that were subcontracted' 5. 

This is the first surviving work of Latin prose and Cato himself was a pioneer by 

writing about agriculture6
; moreover, the later solid and systematic Latin textbooks on 

farming were quite far in the future, about 200 years later. De agri cultura is a treatise 

consisting of 162 chapters where the author gives advice about a good tenancy of a farm 

and reports remedies against diseases which affect plants, trees and animals. 

Cato mentions the silphium plant in chapter 116 7 and hints at it as an insecticidal, since 

it has got the property of keeping insects and parasites away from lentils: 

How you should preserve lentils. Dissolve laserpicium in 

vinegar, soak the lentils in this mixture and stand them in the 

sun. Then rub the lentils with oil, let them dry and they will keep 

quite sound. 

About two centuries after Cato, Lucius Junius Moderatus Columella refers to the plant 

and reports the same utilization given by Cato. 

3 Information about life and works of this author are mostly taken from A Dalby 1998. 
4 Cato, Orationes, 128. 
5 A Dalby 1998: 17. 
6 'Let us recall Marcus Cato the Censor, who first taught agriculture to speak Latin' (Columella, De re 
rustica 1,1,12). 
7 The translation I give here is based on A Dalby 1998. 
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Columella8 flourished about the middle of the first century AD; he was originally from 

Spain but moved early in life to Italy where he owned farms and lived near Rome. His 

principal work De re rustica comprises twelve books that are intended to provide 

instructions in all aspects of farming life. In particular, in book 2 he talks about 

ploughing, cereals and fertilising and here is where he quotes the sapling with regard to 

its application to lentils, quoting what Cato had already said: 

... Then let the lentils dry in the sun and soak them in vinegar and 

minced root of laser ... 

It is interesting to note that a few years later the same information is reported by Pliny9 

who perhaps is only referring to an old statement that could not be considered useful 

any more at his time but was still worth mentioning. Moreover, Pliny talks about 

another usage of the plant in agriculture, and again he seems to quote what Columella 

said a few years before him. They both agree with the statement that silphium was used 

to eliminate the acidity of pomegranates. Actually, Pliny lists three different substances 

that can make pomegranates sweet: dung of pig mixed with roots of trees, human urine 

with water, and laser with wine 10
, whereas Columella cites only the third method. 

Columella talks about that utilization of the shrub in his other work De arhorihus, 

whose only surviving book, the second, appears to be part of a longer original, perhaps 

consisting of three or four volumes. This treatise deals with the description of wines, 

olives and various trees and the author in book 23, talking about pomegranates, 

mentions the silphium plant: 

8 Most of the infonnation about his life and works are taken from the Loeb Classical Edition of his works 
(Ash 1941-1955). 
9 Pliny, Natura/is Historia 18,308. 
10 Pliny, Natura/is Historia 17,259. 
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We dilute a small quantity of Cyrenaic laser in wine and pour it 

on the tops of the tree; this remedy seems to contrast the acidity 

of pomegranates. 

The same treatment is reported again in the De re rustica by Palladium 11
, written 

around the end of the fourth and the beginning of the fifth century AD. In this case the 

author is just talking about some ancient remedies to underline their vast spreading and 

efficacy so that they were still quite known at his time. 

Therefore, the applications of silphium in agriculture are confirmed by authoritative 

voices and experts in this field. It seems reasonable to think that it worked as a valid 

insecticide thank to its strong and pungent smell that perhaps sent the insects away 

from vegetables and trees. On the other hand, I cannot really find a fair explanation as 

for its utility to make pomegranates sweeter since T do not have a right and good 

knowledge of this topic, and actually this statement seems nonsense to me; however, it 

is probable that in ancient Rome it was believed that there was a particular chemical 

reaction of the tree if it was treated with some minced laser diluted with wine. 

In conclusion, all things considered, with this chapter we have learnt something more 

about the value and helpful function of this shrub, which continued to be appreciated 

and considered even after its definitive extinction. 

11 Palladium, De re rustica 4, 1. 
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OTHER MENTIONS OF THE SILPIDUM PLANT IN GREEK LITERATURE 

In this final chapter I would like to talk about the role played by the silphium plant in 

the life of Cyrene and the general area around it. However, before analysing all of the 

sources which mention the plant in reference to the history and geography of this Greek 

colony, it seems to me fair to introduce the settlement itself. Indeed, if we have a look at 

the history of Cyrene, it is tempting to say that the silphium plant could be one of the 

main reasons and attractions for the colonization of this area. 

Cyrene was one of the most spectacular ancient Greek colonies, certainly the major 

settlement founded in Africa by Greek people1
; it is widely believed that it was formed 

around 630 BC by colonists coming from the island of Thera and reinforced by later 

groups of settlers who were predominantly Dorian. Many ancient authors refer to this 

event; however, there are still many variances between all of them, and a big cloud of 

mystery still surrounds the colony whose life is characterized by an evocative mixture 

of myth, religion and history. 

Herodotus is one of the first who talks about the colonization of Libya, and in particular 

he faces this question in book 4 of his Histories. The work is 'a polycentric narrative 

that moves easily among the different voices, stories and points of view of many 

individuals from many different lands'2. Herodotus starts his work with the intention to 

talk about the Persian Empire but he finally tells many other kinds of stories about 

different Greek communities3
, such as for example Cyrene. Tndeed, sections 168-199 of 

book 4 are a long excursus on Libya and its peoples. For this country Herodotus 'draws 

more on the reports of others than his own observations and it is clear that his 

1 See definition of Cyrene in OCD. 
2 R. Waterfield 1998: introduction. 
3 In 4. 30 Herodotus himself claims that his work 'seeks out digressions·. 
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information came from a variety of sources. He does not actually say he has been to 

Cyrene, and he is vague in his description of the surrounding area '4. He often reminds 

us that he owes his logoi to others who have told them to him but at the same time he 

emphasizes that they contain real information. When Herodotus refers to the 

colonization of this country, he makes clear that he is reporting two different versions of 

it, on the one hand the account made by the Thereans and on the other hand the story 

narrated by the Cyreneans. 

By looking at the first tale, we learn that Grinnus, at that time king of Thera, went to the 

oracle of Delphi followed by many other citizens; whereas the king was asking the 

oracle for other matters, the priestess of Apollo told him that the God ordered him to 

form a colony in Libya. Grinnus replied that he was too old for that kind of deed, 

however, there were with him many other young people who could undertake such a 

task, and he was especially referring to Battus, a descendant of the Minyan clan, who 

went to Delphi with him. Nevertheless, the company left the sanctuary without taking 

into account or mentioning the oracle anymore. Once they were back at Thera, a long 

period of drought affected the island for seven years and its inhabitants were forced to 

ask the oracle of Delphi again for a solution. Once again the Pithian priestess reported 

the will of the God to settle a colony in Libya and this time the Thereans could not 

ignore it. Since they did not know anything about this country, they decided to go to 

Crete to ask for some information and eventually they found an angler, whose name was 

Corobius, who affirmed that in the past his boat was driven by the wind to Libya and 

the island ofPlatea. Thus, a small bunch of people started sailing to this island, and after 

a survey of the place, they went back to Thera to inform their fellow-citizens about the 

actual situation in the island. After that, Herodotus reports the departure from Thera of 

two fifty-oared ships led by Battus as guide, founder and first king of the new colony. 

4 R. Waterfield 1998: introduction. 
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The most significant disagreement between the version of the Thereans and the one 

referred by the Cyreneans consists in the information dealing about the life of this 

person. According to the people of Cyrene, Battus had a different descent. They said 

that in Crete there was a woman called Phronime, daughter of the king of that island, 

Etearchus; her stepmother, envious of the love of the king for her daughter, accused her 

of dissoluteness and convinced Etearchus of her blame. The king forced by fraud a 

merchant of Thera to drown Phronime; however, he was not able to do that and brought 

the lady with him to Thera. With time, she had a son, whose name was Battus, and he 

was stutter. Once mature, he decided to go to Delphi and to consult the oracle about his 

voice. The Pithian priestess instead of replying to his question, said: '0 Battus, you 

came here because of your voice and Apollo sends you to settle a colony in Libya'5. 

However, Battus did not fully understand what the oracle was telling and asking him, 

and he went back to Thera. In the following months, there were so many disasters and 

misfortunes in the island that eventually the Thereans decided to go back to Delphi. The 

response of the priestess was not different this time: they needed to form a colony on 

the Northern coast of Africa to make the disasters stop. Finally, Battus left the island 

with two fifty-oared ships and sailed to Libya; however, they were accidentally driven 

by the wind to the island of Platea and they decided to stay there for two years, thinking 

that it was part of Libya itself. Unfortunately, the situation in their native land did not 

seem to get better and Battus wanted to consult the oracle again. This time the response 

of the God was: '0 Battus, if you think to know Libya better than me, even though you 

have never been there, I admire your great wisdom' 6
. After these words, Battus realised 

that he had not been in the correct place for two years and decided to start sailing again. 

Eventually the colonists arrived in Libya itself and settled a colony on the coast, just in 

s Herodotus, Historiae 4,155. 
6 Herodotus, Historiae 4, 15 7. 
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front of the island of Platea. The name of this first settlement was Aziris and the 

colonists lived there for about six years. 

This is in brief what Herodotus says about the colonization of Libya, and even if we can 

easily find some variances between the tale of the Thereans and the one given by the 

Cyreneans, we can still observe some points in common: the two accounts agree in the 

fact that Cyrene was a settlement from Thera; that its founder and first king was 

someone called Battus; that the island of Platea was occupied before a colony was 

effected on the mainland; that the oracle of Delphi was specially invested in the colony 

and it insisted on the colonization of Cyrene. 

Approximately in the same period as Herodotus, in about the first half of the fifth 

century BC, Pindar gives us three parallel versions of the colonization of Cyrene. 

The first tale is in Pythian 4 where Pindar praises Arkesilas IV, king of Cyrene after 

eight generations from Battus I, the one who led a colony from Thera to the 

'Kcxp1toq>6poc;' Libya, on the urging of the oracle of Delphi. In truth, Pliny says, Battus 

had consulted the oracle in hopes of finding a cure to his speech defect but Apollo had 

taken the occasion to hail him as future king of Cyrene. 

The second version is in Pythian 5 that commemorates the same victory as the previous 

one, won by Arkesilas. It recounts the act of founding Cyrene by Battus I who came 

from Thera. In this ode Pindar refers to two different names used to designate the 

founder: Battus and Aristotle. This fact seems an expedient to draw the attention to the 

real meaning of the first name. Indeed Battus means 'the stutterer', and we learn from 

other sources, besides Pindar himself, that the king had firstly consulted the oracle of 

Delphi because of his speech problems. 

Finally, the third version is in Pythian 9 where the component of the myth is definitely 

prevalent. Pindar talks about the love of Apollo for Cyrene, eponymous nymph, who 

was abducted by the god and led to Libya where she herself founded the Greek colony. 
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The myth played a relevant role in the account that Callimachus gives us about the 

colonization of Libya too. He 7 was born in Cyrene at about 315-310 BC and came from 

an aristocratic family headed by his father, whose name was Battus, like the first king of 

the colony. His copious poetic production includes a hymn addressed to Apollo, where 

he celebrates the epiphany of the god, and at the same time, rewrites the story of the 

founding of Cyrene as one in which the god seems to have taken part. Callimachus in 

this composition combines divine and human versions to make them coincide. Instead 

of the oracle of Delphi, which played such a crucial part in the versions narrated by 

Pindar and Herodotus, here Apollo himself takes control of the colonizing operations, 

by transforming himself into a crow and by leading Battus directly to the Libyan coast. 

Callimachus, like Herodotus, refers also to a first settlement in Aziris where Battus I 

raised a temple to celebrate Apollo Cameius and instituted his cult. 

In conclusion, if we have a look at all of these three sources, we can easily observe the 

importance given to Apollo since he participated, either directly or through the oracle, 

in the colonization of Cyrene. But why the God insisted so much on leading Battus and 

his fellow-citizens to that country? In the second hymn written by Callimachus, Apollo 

tells Battus I to lead his men to Libya, 'a country of fertile soil' (~a&Uyetov ), and Pindar 

in Pithyan 4 talks about an oracle of Apollo naming Battus as the coloniser of 'fruitful' 

Libya (teapmxp6p~). Moreover, if we consider the area in which the first colonists 

established themselves, we can clearly note the agriculture inclination of that settlement, 

which was based quite far from the sea. Moreover, the arrival of other settlers after the 

time of the two kings seems to be foreseen and organised by the founder who perfectly 

knew how much rich and fertile the soil of that country was. 

But which were the most important agricultural resources of Libya, and especially 

Cyrenaica? That area was certainly abundant in corn, as it was called 'The granary of 

7 General information about his life and works are mostly taken from Monaco 1991. 
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Rome' during the Roman Empire. However, this cereal was not the only resource and 

fortune of this country. The ancient sources are indeed full of references to the silphium 

plant as the real source of the agriculture and general wealth of Cyrene. In the following 

paragraph I will analyse these sources, with particular regard to Strabo and Herodotus, 

and I intend to underline the significant role played by the shrub in the history and life 

of this region. 
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3.1) HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY: The silphium plant in Herodotus and Strabo 

In the first century BC there was a remarkable development in studies dealing with 

history and geography, and one of the most interesting writers and representative 

authors of these two disciplines was Strabo1
. He was born around 63 BC, originally 

from Amasia, city situated in central Pontus, and his death is generally put around AD 

23. Strabo considered history and geography two complementary subjects, and 

particularly because of the main role played by men in both of them; therefore, his work 

cannot be studied only from a geographical point of vie~. De Geographia has come 

down to us almost integral; it consists of seventeen books where, besides the first two 

introductory books in which the author talks about his predecessors, from Homer to 

Polybius, who in some way discussed about geography, in the remaining books he 

explains his intention to survey the entire inhabited world, and each of these books is 

focused on a certain region. 'In the second book he claims to have travelled further than 

all of other geographers. He emphasizes the extent of his journey and even if his 

predecessors may have visited other regions and sites where he never set foot, his 

achievement is the extent of his travels measured by the extreme points in each 

direction'3. However, his work is much more than a simple account of regions and 

peoples; in it Strabo also reveals his opinions and provides the reader with many details 

from various fields of knowledge, such as astronomy, geometry, mathematics, physics, 

medicine, philosophy, theology, history, mythology, poetry, zoology and botany. 'Each 

of Strabo' s predecessors who took an interest in geography, beginning from Herodotus, 

also dealt with various other matters in addition to their specific focus, but Strabo 

1 Monaco 1991: 723. 
2 Monaco 1991: 723. 
3 Dueck 2000: 15-16. 
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consciously and deliberately intends to reveal a broader picture and to create an 

encyclopaedic work4
'. De Geographia is undoubtedly based on Greek ethnographic and 

geographic traditions, even though it presents a new approach to the theme5
; Strabo in 

general accepts the traditional division of the oikoumene into three main continents: 

Europe, Asia and Libya, but the three are not equal in size since Libya is definitely 

much smaller than the other two. He mentions Libya sporadically in book 2; however, 

the most detailed description of this country is in book 1 7 where Strabo completes the 

survey of the inhabited world in Africa, describing Egypt, Ethiopia and Libya itself. As 

in the survey of Europe, he illustrates Libya going from west to east, and the description 

includes countries like Mauretania, Carthage and Cyrene. Strabo makes different 

allusions to his journey in Libya which is 'similar to the skin of a leopard because it has 

spots of inhabited settlements surrounded by waterless and desert land' (2,5,33). Most of 

its coastline, Strabo6 says, is extremely fertile, and especially Cyrenaica. He singles out 

three distinct zones in this general area: the coastline which is quite fertile, the country 

producing only silphium, and the remaining part that is mostly wild and desert. 

The coastline is quite inhabited, whereas the central part produces 

only silphium, and it is mostly barren, rugged and sandy (2.5.33). 

The district that produces silphium and what is called the Cyrenaic 

juice, which the silphium itself latter produces, borders on 

Cyrenaica (17,3,22). 

4 Dueck 2000: 156-157. 
5 Dueck 2000: 165. 
6 The translation of the passages of De Geographia is mostly based on Hamilton and Falconer 1903. 
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Thus, Strabo refers to Cyrenaica and the country producing the silphiwn plant as two 

quite fertile zones, compared with the general region, which was mostly sandy and arid. 

The silphium plant seems to be the only kind of vegetation in the middle of this area . 

. . . Indeed, the soil is sandy, arid and silphium-producing (2,5,37) . 

. . . It is a sandy and arid zone, and it does not produce anything but 

silphium and other pungent and dry fruits (2,2,3 ). 

Arrian of Nicomedia, 'one of the most distinguished writers of his days, celebrated as 

philosopher in his life time, and today principally known as a historian'7, in the first 

century AD reports the same information in the work entitled Indica 438
: 

Cyrene, although it is placed in the most desert part of Libya, is 

grassy and fertile, well-watered and full of thickets and 

grasslands, and it bears all sorts of fruits and animal up to the 

region where the silphium plant grows; but beyond this region 

there is only desert and sand. 

And the Greek geographer Ptolemy in the second century AD (AD 85-165) mentions 

the cnA,qno<p6poc; country, which is only followed by desert9
. 

7 0CD 
8 The translation is based on Brunt 1983 (The Loeb Classical Library). 
9 Ptolemy, De Geographia, 4, 4. 
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In book 12 then, Strabo tries to define the exact area where the silphium plant used to 

grow. He says: 

The country which produces silphium is narrow, long and quite 

arid, by extending in length about 1000 stadia towards the east, 

and in breadth around 300 stadia a or little more ( 17,3,23 ). 

According to Herodotus, who is the first one to give us information about the size of 

this area, the country of the silphium plant extended from the island of Platea to the 

Gulf of Syrtis. In book 4 of his Histories 10 he makes a long survey of Libyan peoples 

and provides us with general observations on the fertility of the region around Cyrene: 

The Giligamae inhabit the western part of the country as far as the 

island of Aphrodisias. In the middle of this area there is the island 

of Platea, which was colonized by the Cyreneans, while what is 

called 'the haven of Menelaus' is on the mainland. Aziris is there 

as well; it was occupied by the Cyreneans, and from this settlement 

the country of si/phium begins. The silphium plant extends from 

the island ofPlatea to the Gulf of the Syrtes (4, 169). 

Moreover, Herodotus provides us with another small information concerning fauna of 

that area, and it can be useful to recognise more specifically the region of the silphium 

plant: 

10 The translation for Histories is mostly based on Godley 1928 (The Loeb Classical Library). 
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Eiol. o£ K<Xl ya/..a'i ev 'tql O'tAq>tc.p 

ytv6~Evat, 'tflO't Tap't'llO'O'tTIO't o~ot6'ta'tat. 

In the area where the silphium plant grows, there are also weasels 

(ya/..a'i) very similar to the ones ofTartessus (4,192). 

Moreover, Theophrastus in Historia Plantarum 4,3,1 says that the silphium plant grew 

over a wide tract of Libya for a distance of more than 4000 stadia, and it was 

particularly abundant near the Gulf of Syrtes; he adds that the shrub started spreading 

from the Hesperides islands. Clearly there is a quite large disproportion between the 

infonnation given by Theophrastus and what Strabo said about measurement of the 

silphium-producing area. Theophrastus in the fourth century BC refers to 4000 stadia, 

approximately 710 Km, for the area where the silphium plant used to grow. On the 

contrary, Strabo in the first century BC talks about 1000 stadia in length and 300 stadia 

in breadth for the same area. This is a clear sign of the reduction ofthe diffusion of the 

plant in that region; it grew quite in abundance in the fourth century BC but with time it 

became definitely rarer. Strabo himself refers to its potential extinction 11and gives his 

explanation for that: 

The silphium plant was near to the extinction when the barbarians, 

because of some grudge with local people, invaded the country and 

destroyed the roots of the plant (17,3,22). 

11 For this particular matter see Conclusions. 
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At Strabo's time the diffusion of silphium was definitely inferior than the previous ages; 

it was not the most important product on sale12 any more, and perhaps the persicum laser 

was starting to get the upper hand over the Cyrenaic silphium. Moreover, Strabo 

mentions this other kind of plant and underlines its inferiority if compared with the 

preciousness ofthe Cyrenaic silphium: 

Media also produces silphium, from which the Median-juice is 

obtained. It is much inferior compared to the Cyrenaic plant 

(11,3,7). 

However, this passage is not completely clear since Strabo talks about the inferiority, and 

at the same time, the superiority of this other sapling; it is obvious that he wants to 

underline the differences between these two varieties, although he does not mean to 

discredit the Asian plant, which was without any doubt more common at his time. 

q>epEt o£ Ka1 

crtA.qnov lt xropa, aq>' oil 6 M110tKoc; K<XAOUj.u:.voc; o1t6c;, 

1tOAU AEL1tOJ.LEVOc; 'tOU Kt>pllV<XLKOU' £crn o' on: K<Xl Ot<X

<peprov EKet vou, et 'tE 1t<Xpa tac; 'tOO V 't01tO>V Otc:x:<popac; 

et 'tE 'tOU <pt>'tOU Kat' eiooc; ES<XAACt't'tOV'toc;, Et 'tE K<Xt 

1t<Xpa toi>c; 01tt1~0V't<Xc; K<Xt OKEt>U~OV't<Xc; rocr'te Ot>}lJ.LEVELV 

1tpoc; 'tftV U1t08Ecrtv K<Xl 'tllV XPEt<XV . 

. . . Even though sometimes it can be considered supenor; it 1s 

dissimilar from the silphium plant both in the differences of the 

places where they grew and in the appearance of the plant itself; 

12 See Strabo, De Geographia 17,3,20. 
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moreover, their juice were extracted and prepared in two different 

ways (11,3,7). 

In conclusion, it is fair to say that the silphium plant was undoubtedly considered an 

exclusive symbol of Cyrenaica, and not only at the time of its main diffusion but also 

over the following ages. Indeed, in the second century AD, therefore when the silphium 

plant was perhaps already extinct, the periegetic writer Pausanias mentions the sapling in 

a very emblematic way, in his work Description of Greece. He is reporting a story 

according to which the Dioscuri 13
, coming from Cyrene, stopped in Sparta and left on a 

table a stalk of silphium as a trace of their presence: 

£~ o£ 'tftV i>o--tepaiav 1tap8£vo~ ~£v EK:Et VT\ K:at 9epa1tEta 

[The Dioscuri, in the likeness of strangers, came to the Spartan 

Phormiones. They said that they were coming from Cyrene and 

asked to lodge with him, and in particular they requested a 

chamber they particularly liked in the past when they dwelt among 

men. He replied that they could stay anywhere but that chamber. 

Indeed, his maiden daughter lived right there]. By the next day his 

maiden daughter and all of her girlish clothes disappeared, and 

images of the Dioscuri and a table with a stalk of silphium upon it 

were found in the room (4,16). 

13 In mythology they are considered sons of Zeus, and on the human place, they are also Tyndaridae, sons 
of Thyndares. 
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In this case, the plant clearly stands for Cyrene, from where the travel of the Dioscuri 

started. In truth, the plant has always been considered an emblem of this country, 

something to put on its coins as its particular identification mark. The silphium plant was 

the most important resource of richness for the whole area, and we have several 

confirmations about that, if we have a look at the ancient texts. We cannot say for sure if 

the first colonists knew the sapling, even though it seems quite unlikely since Herodotus 

does not mention it at all, when he tells about the colonization of Libya; actually, he 

specifies that the settlers were not familiar with that area and had to go to Crete to find 

some information. However, Herodotus mentions the shrub when he refers to the 

landscape of Libya, and like the other authors, he is aware of the importance that the 

plant played in the ancient world. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The silphium plant has been the main topic of my studies for about two years, and at the 

end of my research I can fairly say that I have gained most of the results I hoped for 

before starting. By looking at this paper and the thesis of my first degree together, we 

can have an extensive and detailed idea about the role and importance played by this 

sapling in the ancient world. If we combine together these two studies, we can obtain a 

monograph whose main subject are the silphium plant and its various applications in the 

past. I have analysed separately in each section the properties of this shrub, starting 

from medicine and veterinary to cuisine and agriculture. T have seen and underlined how 

sometimes the textual sources exaggerate by reporting miraculous qualities of the plant, 

and they are often in contrast to each other, that it is hard to discern between truth and 

lie. I have singled out the main area in which silphium used to grow and spread. I have 

illustrated how frequently the plant is mentioned in the ancient sources, both when the 

sapling was still growing in Libya and not. I have interpreted some passages of well

known Latin works as implicit allusions to the sapling. And finally, I have showed the 

massive presence of the silphium plant in iconography as well. 

To conclude this work, I would like to hint at the extinction of the sapling. By looking 

at the ancient sources we can easily notice some symptoms of the gradual drop of the 

spreading of the silphium plant in Libya. For example, the measurement of the 

silphium-producing area given by Theophrastus in the fourth century BC and that of 

Strabo between the end of the first century BC and the first century AD is remarkably 

different1
. Secondly, the Cyreneans from the first century BC seem to be very careful in 

their exploitation of this area and in protecting it from livestock, and this seems to 

1 See section History and Geography: The silphium plant in Herodotus and Strabo. 
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suggest that the fertility of the region was having a reduction. Moreover, at the same 

time another plant, similar to silphium, at least in the appearance, starts being traded as 

a sort of substitute of silphium, perhaps because the sapling was becoming quite rare. 

Finally, another sign of its possible extinction could be the disappearance of the plant on 

the coins of Cyrene, whereas it was considered its main symbol over the previous years. 

The extinction of the silphium plant is an open debate since botanists and scholars in 

general are still trying to understand and explain if it is really fair to talk about its 

extinction; some of them, who do not believe in its disappearance, are also looking for a 

plant that grows in Libya yet, and could be associated with silphium. 

Usually, the disappearance of plants is explained with some substantial climatic change. 

It is possible to note that in Libya there was in the last 2,500 years a climatic change 

that made the climate more arid and dry; however, it is hard to believe that it could be 

the real, and only, reason for the extinction of the silphium plant2
. In my opinion, men 

contributed significantly to the disappearance of the sapling, by exploiting in a 

immoderate and irrational way the narrow area3 in which it grew. Strabo 4 and Solinus5 

ascribed the loss of the shrub to the ferocious devastations of the area made by nomad 

people; however, it is difficult to believe that they could be so violent to destroy the 

whole zone. Perhaps, the size of the silphium-producing area was already reduced, and 

the devastations of the nomads led to its final extinction. Therefore, it seems fair to say 

that the disappearance of the shrub in Libya was caused by a combination of causes 

rather than a specific reason. 

Thus, I think that the plant does not grow in North Africa any more, and it actually died 

out ages ago. However, it is interesting to note how it still attracts the attention of many 

2 Bonacelli 1922: 386-397. 
3 Silphium was a wild plant growing in a narrow area of Libya. Ancients tried to grow it but without 
success. 
4 De Geographia 17,3. 
5 Col/ectanea rerum memorabi/ium 27,48. 
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scholars who are trying to identify it with some vegetable species still growmg m 

Libya6
. 

6 Manunta: 1991-1992: 211-218. 
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IMPLICIT ALLUSIONS TO THE SILPHIUM PLANT IN LATIN LITERATURE 

By studying the silphium plant and analysing the ancient sources that mention this 

sapling, at some point of my research, I asked myself if the explicit quotations in the 

Greek and Latin texts were the only kind of reference to this shrub. With time I realised 

how valuable the silphium plant was considered in the past with regard to its numerous 

properties, whether they were real or a simple imagining of the ancient people. 

Therefore, I decided to look for some implicit allusions to this plant, and I chose to start 

with the analysis of some Latin sources. The first step was the singling out of the works 

that could refer to the plant, and T used their subject as a criterion to select them. Thus, T 

decided to make a list of Latin works dealing with geography, history, agriculture, 

cuisine, medicine, veterinary and culture in general, in which the silphium plant is not 

explicitly mentioned but there could be some hidden reference to it. However, I have to 

say since now that during this year I was not able to complete the analysis of all of 

them, since at the same time I was mostly focused on the Greek texts in which the plant 

is explicitly, and also quite frequently, mentioned. I am reporting the list I made and I 

intend to analyse in this section the works I took into account, either if the research was 

successful or not. The list follows an approximate chronological order: 

Caesar, Bellum Africanum 

Ovid, De medicamina faciei 

Ovid, Remedia amoris 

Lucan, Bellum civile IX 

Pomponius Mela, De Chorographia 

Sammonicus, Liber medicinalis 

Nonius Marcellus, De compendiosa doctrina 

Macrobius, Saturnalia 
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Before talking about the results of my research, I would like to explain briefly why I 

chose to take into account these books1
; in particular, I am referring to the works I was 

not able to analyse because of the time, while I will talk about the books I was able to 

examine more deeply later on in this section. 

Serenus Sammonicus wrote a work in hexameters entitled Liber medicinalis, in which 

he proposes several cures listed in about sixty medical prescriptions. He lived in the 

third century AD, therefore it is quite unlikely that he saw the silphium plant. However, 

that does not mean that he did not hear anything about the sapling, and perhaps he 

mentioned it in his work, probably only for the sake of erudition; moreover, it is fair to 

think that he had a general idea about the shrub since he surely read Natura/is Historia 

by Pliny and the work of Dioscorides, which seem to be his main source of information. 

Thus, even if he does not explicitly quote the plant in the medical prescriptions, since it 

was extinct and could not be used as a remedy in his days, it is still possible that he 

implicitly refers to this shrub, and especially when he talks about the medical properties 

of some other plants. 

In the fourth century AD, the Numidian Nonius Marcellus wrote an important work of 

erudition entitled Compendiosa doctrina; it is for his son and it is a sort of 

encyclopaedia addressed to educate him. The work consists of twenty books, and it is 

clearly divided into two parts: books 1-12 deal with grammar and linguistics; the second 

part (books 13-20), which is shorter, but more interesting for this study, is a collection 

of information about several subjects, such as weapons, sailing, clothes, tools and food. 

This work is particularly important and precious because of the large amount of data 

1 General information about these Latin works are mostly taken from two famous and reliable Latin 
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gathered in it, and the main scope of Nonius Marcellus is to provide his son with as 

much information as possible to enrich his culture. Thus, even if he lives in a period of 

time when the silphium plant was without any doubt extinct, it is fair to think that he 

possibly heard about the sapling, and perhaps added some rough references to it in his 

vast work, and possibly in the section devoted to food. 

Approximately at the same time, maybe a little bit later, Macrobius, who was from 

Africa too, wrote another encyclopaedic work, which is dedicated to his son, like that of 

Nonius Marcellus. Saturnalia consists of seven books in which the author imagines and 

describes a banquet where famous people and scholars came together and discussed 

about several matters. He reports these conversations that dealt with many different 

aspects of life, such as religion, law, rhetoric, and many other subjects. The work is 

lacking in originalilf, and it seems to be a simple listing of information. However, I 

thought it could be interesting to read it and see if there were also some vague allusions 

to the silphium plant, which was still quite famous and renown at that time. 

Unfortunately, I did not have enough time to read and analyse all of the works I listed, 

and I cannot add any information about possible implicit references to the sapling in 

them. For now, I would love to imagine that the silphium plant is mentioned in some 

way even in these quite late works; however, I will be able to say something more 

specific only after a meticulous analysis of them. 

As for the works I was able to examine, some of them did not give me any hint to think 

of the silphium plant; however, others had a few allusions that can be associated to it. 

Firstly, T intend to talk about the works of Caesar and Pomponius Mela, since T did not 

2 Monaco 1994: 586 
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find in them any allusion, either direct or indirect, to the shrub; secondly, I would like to 

report some passages of Ovid and Lucan which seem quite interesting for this study. 

Gaius Julius Caesar was without any doubt one of the most important figure in Ancient 

Rome3
; he was born around 100 BC, and he came from a very famous family that 

claimed ancient nobility, since Iulius, son of Aeneas, was considered its first member. 

Besides his renowned descendants, Caesar was characterised by deep culture, 

remarkable oratorical skills and political ability4
. His career was extraordinarily quick 

and he completed the whole cursus honorum in about ten years. He was also a versatile 

author, and his most famous works deal with two important wars; Gallic War reports 

the military campaign in Gaul occurred between 58 and 52 BC, and Civil War tells 

about the campaign against Pompeius during the years 49-48 BC. Aside these two 

works, Caesar's production includes other books written both in prose and in verse; 

however, some of them are considered obscure and spurious, and especially because of 

some stylistic and linguistic features that do not look similar to the usual style of 

Caesar. Among these works, there is one opus entitled African War where Caesar 

reports the war in Africa against the Pompeians, and his final victory at Thapsus in 46 

BC. I decided to read this work with the intention to look for implicit allusion to the 

silphium plant; indeed, Caesar is describing military actions that took place in Africa, 

and since it is usually quite common to find in his works information dealing with 

geography and general matters concerning the place he is talking about, I thought it 

might be possible to find some allusion to the sapling as well. Moreover, he mentions 

grain so frequently that I was quite sure to get some references to the silphium plant too, 

since it was famous at that time, and as easy to find as grain. However, I must admit that 

there is not any kind of mention of the shrub in this work. 

3 Monaco 1994: 213. 
4 Monaco 1994: 213. 
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Pomponius Mela was born in Tingentera, costal city of Hispania Baetica, and lived in 

the first century AD. He is mostly remembered as an author of a pioneering Latin 

geographl, entitled De chorographia, where in three books he delineates the order of 

the lands and seas on the globe; he also lists names of places and peoples, and provides 

a few ethnographic details about the different countries he is talking about. 

Chorographia is a rare term in Latin and it is quite complicated to find an English 

equivalent. 'In Greek technical literature kh6rographia typically designates a written 

description (graphe) covering a district or region (khoros), perhaps a country, but in any 

case more than one individual place'6. Pomponius Mela, after a proem where he 

announces his projece, begins his narrative by treating the continents in the order Asia, 

Europe, Africa, but then he proceeds in his description around the Mediterranean, 

through Africa first, then Asia, and Europe last. He devotes so many sections to Africa 

in general, and Libya as well as Cyrenaica in particular, that I thought useful for my 

study to read this work. Moreover, his base material clearly resembles that of Strabo8
, 

and we know that this author explicitly mentions the silphium plant several time in his 

De Geographia9
. However, Pomponius does not seem to allude to the sapling, and even 

when he talks about Cyrenaica and provides some more specific details about its 

features, and mentions some of its symbols such as the oracle of Ammon or the 

Fountain of the Sun, he does not say anything, either very generally, about the silphium 

plant and its importance for that country. In any case I have to say that in the whole 

work the subject is both restricted and restrictive. He needed to describe the same 

features in each regions he treated, mountains, rivers, seas, peoples, cultural habits, 

5 0CD. 
6 Romer 1998: 4. 
7 Orb is situm dicere (I, 1 ). 
8 0CD. 
9 See section History and Geography: The silphium plant in Strabo and Herodotus. 
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important cities, coasts, and so on. 'Climate, locale, natural resources, or architecture 

can underline a city's or region's claim to fame, of course, but more typically fame 

depends on wealth and power, history, or legend. Mela looks for what is worth 

remembering, without ever forgetting that his descriptions are limited to a brushstroke 

or two' 10
. All things considered, it seems fair to say that Pomponius Mela did not 

mention the silphium plant perhaps because it was already extinct at that time, and 

could not be considered a distinction of that country anymore. 

Ovid himself provides some information about his life in one of the elegies in Tristia ( 4, 

10). He was born at Sulmona, in Abruzzo, in 43 BC and he came from a wealthy family 

belonging to the equestrian class. He moved quite early to Rome where he started 

attending schools of grammar and rhetoric, and went to Greece to improve and finish 

his studies. He was not attracted at all by politics, whereas he felt a considerable 

inclination to poetry; he was a member of the circle of Messalla, and later on he took 

part to the circle of Maecenas, where he met famous poets, such as Horace, Propertius, 

T1bullus, and many others. His production can be easily divided into three groups11
: The 

works written between 25 BC and AD 1 deal with love and eroticism; the compositions 

written between AD 1-8 are focused on antiquarian matters, and finally, the works 

written between AD 8-18 are known as the production of the exile. For this study I 

analysed in particular two works belonging to the first group: Medicamina faciei 

femineae and Remedia amoris. The first work is a treatise of cosmetic prescriptions that 

women can use for the preservation and improvement of their beauty. Only 100 verses 

survive, and it is fair to think that they were part of a bigger work; these verses are 

perfectly divided into two parts, and they are written with carefulness and abundance of 

medical terms. I decided to analyse this opus since the silphium plant was frequently 

10 Romer 1998: 20. 
11 Monaco 1994: 351. 
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used in medical prescriptions, and added with other substances for several purposes; 

moreover, Hippocrates refers in general to its utility to women, therefore I though it 

might be possible to find some references to it in this treatise as well. In v. 53 Ovid 

says: 

Hordea, quae Libyci ratibus misere coloni 

The Latin world hordea literally means barley. However, we do not have any evidence 

that this legume was so famous in Libya that it was appreciated in Rome as well. It is 

possible that Ovid with this word actually meant corn, whose real name in Latin was 

frumentum, since we know that it was copiously exported from Libya to Italy. 

Moreover, grain has some particular properties for the skin, and it is still used in modem 

cosmetics, especially to eliminate the signs of old age. This is the only passage in this 

work where a plant from Libya is mentioned, and it could be the only possible reference 

to the silphium plant; however, nothing really authorises me to think that Ovid used the 

world hordea meaning that sapling. 

There is another allusion to a plant growing in Libya, and it is in the work entitled 

Remedia amoris. It is widely believed that this work was written right after Ars 

amatoria, since it seems a sort of continuation of it. In fact, Ars amatoria provides 

useful advises on how to love and be loved; on the contrary, Remedia amoris teaches 

how to resist love, which is considered here a sort of disease or hurt12
. The poet gives 

remedies against this illness as if he was a doctor, and by having a considerable 

experience in that matter he teaches what is necessary to do to alleviate that pain. The 

therapy consists of a series of remedies; Ovid suggests the lovers that they should keep 

themselves busy with different activities, such as sport, hunting, fishing, and gardening. 

12 Ovid talks about vitium, morbus, vulnus when he refers to love. 
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Moreover, at the end of the work, he says that lovers should follow a particular diet, 

choosing foods that are not aphrodisiac. In verse 796 he says: 

I will tell you: avoid aphrodisiac foods, and drink either to excess 

or not at all. 

It follows a list of foods to avoid, and here he mentions Libya: 

Daunius, an Libycis bulbus tibi missus ab oris, 

An veniat Megaris, noxius omnis erit. 

Bulb, either if it is from Daunia 13
, Libya, or Megara, is dangerous. 

Bulbus is a generic term, borrowed early from Greek; in general this term used to 

indicate bulbs or corms that were either eaten as food or used in medicine; by bulbus 

here Ovid refers to different kinds of plants depending on the various geographical 

races14
, of which the names of bulbus Africanus, Megaricus or Daunius. It seems fair to 

me to think that when Ovid refers to the Libyan species of bulbus he is actually 

thinking of the silphium plant, even though he does not mention it with its real name, 

and perhaps because at that time the sapling was already extinct; although, he could 

simply used the adjective Libyan to let people understand what he was referring to. 

Moreover, even if none of the ancient authors we have examined tell that the silphium 

plant was considered an aphrodisiac food, it is nevertheless possible, since it was a 

warm agent, and its smell was particularly strong, as were most of the foods with this 

peculiarity. In addition, the plant was often connected to onion and garlic, and 

13 Other name to designate Puglia, in Italy. 
14 Henderson 1979: 136. 
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especially in cuisine, and we know that these two bulbs were considered aphrodisiac15
. 

Of course, this is just a conjecture, even if it seems quite reasonable and acceptable. 

Lucan was born in AD 39 at Cordoba, in Spain, and he died when he was twenty six 

years old by committing suicide. He is considered the most original poet of the age of 

Nero, and he was completely immersed in his own world16
. As a brilliant intellectual, 

he was a member of the poetic circle of Roman Emperor, and as it was common at that 

time, he went to Greece to improve his education. Among his vast production, only one 

work survives, and it is entitled Bellum civile. It consists of ten books written in 

hexameters, and it talks about the civil war between Caesar and Pompeius until their 

last clash in Pharsalus. The work was started around AD 60, and it is widely believed 

that it came to us incomplete17
, since it suddenly breaks off at verse 546 so that the 

tenth book is shorter compared with the others. The work comprehends about 80,000 

verses characterised by 'tortuous wanderings and learned digressions, lively 

topographies, and descriptions of landscapesd 8
. After the first seven books, which are a 

condemnation of civil wars, the poem starts with the narration of the subject itself. I 

decided to take into account this work too for the research of implicit allusions to the 

silphium plant, and in particular book 9, when Lucan talks about the crossing of the 

Libyan desert by Caesar and his men. The author insists on the poverty of this area, and 

the lack of every kind of pleasure and amusement in it. Even ancient riches, such as the 

golden apples of Hesperides 19
, disappeared and the area is in general arid and desert. 

Nevertheless, Lucan himself says: 

15 See also Ovid, Ars amatoria 2,421. 
16 Canali 1999: premessa al testo. 
17 See for example Monaco 1994: 406. 
18 Canali 1999: 8-10. 
19 Lucan, Bellum civile 357-360. 
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Hoc tamen segne solum raras tamen exerit herbas, 

Quas Nasamon, gens dura, legit, qui proxima panto 

Nudus rura tenet ... 

Nevertheless, this arid soil produces some rare herbs, 

Which are collected by Nasamones, strong people, who naked 

occupy the field closest to the sea ... 

(9,438-440). 

Lucan is describing the area around the Syrtes and it seems to me a clear allusion to the 

silphium plant when he refers to rare herbs that used to grow in a region otherwise arid 

and drY0
. Moreover, Lucan seems to allude to the sapling once again later on in this 

book when he says: 

Ultima castrorum medicates circumit ignis. 

Hie ebulum stridet , peregrinaque galbana sudant, 

Et tamarix non laeta comas eoaque costos 

Et panacea pot ens ... 

The camp's extremities are enclosed by a medicated fire. 

Here elder hisses, foreign galbanum sweats moisture; 

And tamarisk, not blessed in foliage, and eastern costos 

And powerful panacea ... (9,915-918)21
. 

20 See information given by Strabo in the section History and Geography: The silphium plant in 
Herodotus and Strabo. 
21 The translation is based on Braund 1992. 
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Indeed, when Lucan describes Libya, the expression patens panacea seems a clear 

allusion to the silphium plant, whose qualities in medicine were widely known and 

appreciated, more than any other plant growing in this land. 

However, all of these conclusions are simple conjectures and the study itself needs to 

be completed with a more specific and detailed analysis. 
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THE SILPHIUM PLANT IN ANCIENT ICONOGRAPHY 

1) The silphium plant on coins 

I would like to conclude this work devoted to the silphiurn plant by analysing the many 

representations of the shrub in the ancient iconography. I will start taking into account 

the numerous coins of Cyrene 1
, where the sapling appears quite frequently. Indeed, the 

silphium plant was often impressed on them, as a symbol of that general region, from 

the start of its monetization, around the sixth century BC, to the end of the autonomous 

coinage of the cities in Cyrenaica, probably around the second century BC. Thus, it was 

used as a symbol, deduced from nature, to represent the whole area. 

It would appear that in the Archaic Age attention to this plant in iconography and art 

was mostly addressed to its fruit, and especially because it was easier to represent. 

Cyrene starts its coinage, which was predominantly in silver, around 570-560 BC and 

since that time the silphium plant has been impressed on the coins ofthis colony2
. As I 

said above, it is generally recognised that the fruit was the first part of the shrub to be 

represented on coins~ it was hearth-shaped and could be either alone or with other 

examples of it, making in this case a sort of garland. However, with time, different 

objects started appearing on the coins of Cyrene, right next to the fruit of silphium3
. 

They all are small things that actually did not have any relation with the plant itself, 

such as dolphins, lions and other animals and all of them were probably used with the 

only scope to fill the spaces on the surface of the coins. Later on the fruit was not 

anyrnore the main character on the coins of Cyrene but it played a secondary role and 

1 Laronde a.a. 1991-1992./ See also images at the end ofthis paper. 
2 Menozzi forthcoming. 
3 Robinson 1927. 
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was represented either next to the whole plant or to a gazelle that seems another 

frequent emblem of the colony. 

More complicated, obviously, is the representation of the plant with all of its parts. 

According to Robinson4 it is possible to recognise three main types of it, and perhaps a 

fourth one, surely more unusual, in which there are three images of silphium combined 

to make a sort of garland. The classification made by Robinson is essentially based on 

the degree of realism in the representation of the sapling; the coins gathered in the first 

type have a quite reliable image of the plant as it has been described in the ancient 

textual sources, with its thick root, two or three different stages of leaves and a round 

flower on the top. The second type includes illustrations of the sapling seen from the 

front and they are definitely more inanimate and rigid. The third one, then, is even more 

static and stiff; the image of the plant is very stylized in its essential features. 

At the same time, it is possible to find some coins on which other parts of the sapling 

are impressed, like the leaves, the root or the round flower but I have to say that there 

only a few sporadic examples of them. 

The silphium plant was usually represented on observe of the coins while on the other 

side there could be many other objects, and quite frequently Zeus Ammon or Apollo 

Cameios. It seems fair to say that only with the last series of coins, dated between 375-

350 and 308 BC, the sapling started being impressed on the reverse and that could be a 

kind of sign of the slow drop in importance of the plant itself since it was becoming 

more and more difficult to find. 

To sum up, it is reasonable to say that the analysis of the coins is quite helpful to 

reconstruct the fundamental features of the silphium plant; at the time of its highest 

glory and renown the sapling was represented on the observe of the coins of Cyrene as 

an undoubted symbol of the colony and the general area around it; it was also associated 

4 Robinson 1927: 251-271. 
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with other important and significant emblems of that region, such as the gazelle and 

Zeus Ammon. In the Ptolemaic Age it started being impressed on the reverse, therefore 

loosing its prestige, and eventually it completely disappeared both on the coins and in 

general in the whole country. 

2) Statuettes with the image o(the silphium plant 

The renown and appreciation of silphium seems to find another confirmation in what is 

usually called 'the goddess of the silphium plant', a deity who actually took care of this 

precious sapling5
. 

The first iconographical evidences of it are some very rare coins. of Cyrene, dated 

between 525 and 480 BC, on which a female figure sitting on a throne is represented. 

She is stretching her hand to a big plant of silphium whose size is completely 

exaggerated in order to emphasise the plant itself. Looking at these images, it is 

probably fair to say that the attention of the goddess seems to be particularly addressed 

to the fruits of the sapling, as in general it happened in the ancient iconography. 

However, some earthen statuettes that symbolise a female figure wearing a long, pleated 

dress and a cloak, such as Libyan women used to be dressed in, represent the most 

significant illustrations of the divinity. She grasps a stalk of silphium in one hand and in 

the other one she can have either a gazelle, garland, sickle or a cup. Basically, all of 

these statuettes have the same attributes, however, there is one figurine that differs from 

all of the others for one own feature. Indeed, the goddess is represented on her feet, 

wearing a long dress and having a stalk of silphium in her hand as it happens with the 

other statuettes but she is also "K01)poq>Op6c;, she holds a baby on her shoulders. This 

5 See images at the end of this paper. 
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sculpture is dated between the end of the fifth century and the end of the third century 

BC and it is now kept in France, at the Louvre6
. 

It is widely believe that 'the goddess of the silphium plant' is a local divinity with her 

own features, however, it is also true that archaeologists, and scholars in general, are 

still arguing about the correct interpretation of this female figure. The Libyans 

considered her as a local goddess, an autochthonous divinity and a protector of their 

land. On the contrary, the Greeks respected her as a deity who promoted and aided the 

development of agriculture, and especially the exploitation of the silphium plant; they 

probably identified her in one of their goddesses: Aphrodite, Artemis, Athena, Demeter, 

Hera or Hestia. However, there is not very convincing evidence about the connection 

between the goddess of the silphium plant and these divinities. 

It has also been suggested that she should be considered as the nymph Cyrene even 

though the general iconography of her does not totally reflect the representations of the 

goddess; others thought of the nymph Libya, called by Pliny 'a::upuA.d.~.t.<ov n6'tvta '7, 

however, even in this case, there are no clear and convincing proofs. To some extent, it 

seems temping to say that these statuettes represent in general Cyrene or the whole 

Cyrenaica whose the most precious good was, without any doubt, the silphium plant. 

In my opinion, it is more reasonable to consider her as a local deity who kept the plant 

which played an important and crucial role in the life and economy of the colony 

3) The Arcesilas' Cup 

Another very interesting evidence of the value of the silphium plant is what is generally 

called 'the Arcesilas cup'8
. It is a Laconian cup, dated to the sixth century BC, one of 

the most famous vases of that time, now preserved in Paris, at the Cabinet des Medailles 

6 Fabbricotti 1993. 
7 Pind., Pythian 4, 464. 
8 See image at the end of this paper. 
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of the Bibliotheque Nationale9
. Many scholars who actually interpreted it in different 

ways have studied it, over the previous years. I am following the version suggested by 

Francois Chamoux 10 who, in my opinion, gained the definitive solution. 

The scene represented on the cup seems to be placed in Africa, and precisely in the 

colony of Cyrene, perhaps in the ayopa or outside the royal palace. In the past, some 

scholars thought that the event was actually set on a ship by looking at the tapestry 

which is on the back of the main character and by interpreting it as a sail. In truth, it 

seems fair to consider it as a kind of velum used to shelter that person from the sun. It is 

easy to recognise Arcesilas in this character thanks to the clear inscription over his head 

(APKE:I:IAA:I:). It is generally accepted that it is Arcesilas the Second whose reign in 

Cyrene can be set around 560 BC. The king is sitting on a stool, wearing a ceremonial 

dress and supervising a strange and curious object weighed and stored by some 

officials, whose function is specified by the inscriptions over their heads. First of all, we 

can look at "the loads-carrier" ([E]utl..l.o<popo~) whose body is not totally clear both 

because of the bad conditions of the cup just in this part of it and since he is almost 

super imposed on the other officer. He is holding on his shoulders a dark, light sack 

containing perhaps the obscure object that needs to be weighed. In the middle of the 

scene there is a huge scale and some small, oblong, white blocks on the floor and next 

to them "the person in charge of the scale" (E[ 1tt ]cr't<X91..1.o~) and "the weight-controller" 

([I]cro<pop'to~) deal with the weighing of that item. Thus, the goods are gathered and 

weighed and then put in sacks by "the manipulator of silphium" (D .. t<pOI..I.<XXo~) with the 

help of "the digger" ( Om>s[ o ]c;) whose role seems to be the cleaning of it. Therefore, it 

would appear that the object represented on the cup is actually the silphium plant that 

9 lnv. 189; CVA France 7, Paris Bibliot. Nat., I, pi. 20-2. 
1° Chamoux 1953: 256-263. 
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was picked up by the local people and given to the king who administered its purchase 

by having a monopoly of it. 

After these processes, the sacks containing the precious plant are brought by two other 

officers to a storehouse guarded by a "keeper" ( <l>uA.mcoc;) and this scene is represented 

low on the cup, in esergo. 

Another thing we have to consider now is the identification of which part of the plant is 

actually represented on the cup and I have to say there are different opinions about that. 

For example, Chamoux refers to its root, well cleaned from its black bark, perhaps from 

"the digger". However, I prefer following another explanation. Indeed, reading some of 

the ancient sources 11 that talk about silphium, we construe that the juice of the plant 

( o1t6c;) was exported by using a particular trick; in fact, it was mixed either with flour or 

bran, and by that, it became thick and obtained an oblong shape very similar to the 

images of the objects impressed on the cup. This expedient was useful to avoid the 

deterioration of the gum resin during travel and also to defraud purchasers by giving 

them a product which was not completely pure. Also, the juice could be saved for a 

longer period of time, with a good circulation of air, in some sacks which were brought 

and kept in the caves of Cyrene called for that reason "the mines of silphium". 

It is hard to determine which of these hypothesis is the right one but it is still quite sure 

that these images illustrate some part of silphium which played a crucial role in the 

economy of the colony and that is why it was a royal affair like it is clearly 

demonstrated on this masterpiece of art. 

11 Theophrastus Historia Pantantm. 6,3,2; Pliny Natura/is Historia. 19,39-45. 
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3) Capitals with silphium 

To conclude this section devoted to the iconographical sources where the image of the 

silphium plant is found, I would like to refer to two examples of capitals 12 with the 

representation of the sapling. They are the last two images we have of the shrub since 

both of them are dated to the second century AD when the plant was presumably 

already extinct; indeed, around the first century AD it started being quite rare and 

became more and more difficult to find until its definitive extinction. 

The first representation I would like to take into account is on a capital of the house of 

Jason Magnus, placed in the middle of the a:yop6. of Cyrene. This capital is quite 

interesting since two important and representative symbols of the country are on it: the 

silphium plant and Battus I, founder and first king of the Greek colony, who was 

considered the real owner of the plant as well 13
. Thus, silphium and Battus were 

associated as two emblems of Cyrene, representing on the one hand its settler and on the 

other hand the plant that gave fortune and renown to the whole country. 

The second example I will refer to is a bunch of three capitals in the quadriportico of the 

asclepieion at Balagrae. The first thing we have to consider is the presence of the 

silphium plant in a sanctuary devoted to the god of medicine, Asclepius; this choice is 

definitely not accidental since the sapling was supposed to have many efficient medical 

properties. Moreover, it is probably fair to say that the plant on these capitals, besides 

being a symbol of medicine, is also an ornamental part of the porch. Indeed, compared 

with the static and stylized representation of it on the capital of the house of Jason 

Magnus, this one is definitely more harmonious and the shrub appears on all of the three 

capitals where there is a big image of silphium in the middle and two small illustrations 

12 See images at the end of this paper. 
13 Hesichius: Bch'tou aiA.<ptov; see also Aristophanes, Plutus 925: · ... Battus' silphium'. 
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of it up on the corners. In any case, both of these representation are quite simple and 

essential since their only intention is to recall what gave so much wealth to a country 

that was very rich but not any more. 
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